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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FINDINGS
SECTION I: ENTRY-LEVEL ASSESSMENT
 First time entering freshman with less than twenty four earned academic credit
hours are required to take the secondary assessment instruments.
 The test instruments are administered as an electronic exercise in a computer
laboratory environment.
 Test and results in Reading and Mathematics were constant and English
experienced a one (1) point gain respectively when compared to previous years.
Mathematics remains a concern.
 Adding technology and instructional resources to enhance students learning
remains a priority given the need for improvements.
SECTION II: MID-LEVEL ASSESSMENT


All students with forty (40) to seventy (70) earned academic credit hours make up the
mid- level assessment pool. Two hundred two (202) elected to participate in the midlevel assessment.
 Mid-level scores for 2011 were one hundred and one (101) percent, eighty nine (89)
percent, and thirty three (33) percent of established cut scores in Sentence Skills
(English), Reading, and Mathematics.
Data suggests that Mathematics and Reading are a challenge for our student learners.
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SECTION I: ENTRY-LEVEL ASSESSMENT
Administering Assessment
1- 1. How were instruments administered?
The test instruments are administered as an electronic exercise in a computer laboratory
environment. During 2011-2012, a test supervisor and one (1) proctor for every twenty five (25)
students administered the assessment instruments. Upon completion, the instruments were
electronically scored, reviewed, and transferred to the entry-level assessment database for report
generation, internal decision making and, course placement.
1-2. Which students were assessed?
First time entering freshmen with less than twenty four (24) earned academic credit hours are
generally required to take the secondary assessment instruments. Langston University is an open
enrollment institution of higher education. Students may elect to enroll in the fall, spring, and/or
summer terms. Each enrollment cycle begins with (1) admission, (2) entry-level assessment, (3)
course placement, (4) enrollment and (5) orientation.
I - 3. Describe how and when they were assessed, including options for the students to seek
retesting, tutoring, or other academic support.
Students have retest option. They can retest after two (2) weeks of the initial test administration.
No formal requests for retest were addressed during 2011-2012. The student retention task force
is active in identifying potential student academic problems. This task force maintains contact
with those students in need of academic intervention and support. These efforts are coordinated
by the University College and each academic school within the Office of Academic
Affairs.
Analyses and Findings
I - 4. What were the analyses and findings from 2011-2012 entry-level assessment?
Data gleaned from the entry-level assessment database for 2011-2012 can only be compared to
the previous year. We transitioned from a paper and pencil test format to an electronic mode of
assessment that is scaled differently in 2008. Given the past years trend line and the consistency
of the scores the last four (4) years, we must draw a reasoned conclusion the Fall 2011 results
under the new format would yield similar results as the past tests.
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Entry-Level
Basic Skills Subject Scores
Fall 2006-2011

Fall Assessment
Subjects
Fall 2011

Fall 2010

Fall 2009

Reading
59
59
61
Mathematics
43
43
43
English
70
69
70
*Reflects change in test instrument and format

Fall 2008

Fall 2007

Fall 2006

59
44
70

11.4
14.7
22.7

10.7
14.8
22.5

Reading and Mathematics remained the same for Fall 2011 when compared to the previous year.
English experienced a one (1) point gain.
1-5. How was student progress tracked?
Student progress is tracked by instructors at least four (4) times each semester. Feedback is
shared with each student. Academic counseling, tutoring support, and other academic services
are available for students who are not performing up to standard. Eight (8) years ago, a
diversified student retention committee was formed to explore early intervention strategies to
assist students with success strategies for living. Mentors have been assigned each first-time
entering freshmen. These interventions are achieving good resultsfor those students electing to
participate.

The retention committee is making a difference two (2) student at a time. They index basic skills
scores to target those students most in need of a success strategy for living. Additionally, a
bridge has been constructed for students and instructors to engage in dialogue to enhance the
academic performance of each student and the institution.
1- 6. Describe analyses of student success in both remedial and college-level courses,
effectiveness of placement decisions, evaluation of cut-scores, and changes in the entry-level
assessment process as a result of findings.
We believe our course placement decisions are effective and meet current student needs. The
Office of Academic Affairs makes necessary adjustments when errors of judgment surface. Our
tracking suggests a happy, well-informed student is an academically productive student.
The cut scores are evaluated periodically against both internal and external forces. These forces
have been a relatively good barometer for student success in a higher education environment.
Collectively, cut-score evaluations and analyses of entry-level basic skills scores have resulted in
relatively few changes to the entry-level assessment process. The Vice President for Academic
Affairs critiques each assessment cycle against our predetermined goals and objectives to ensure
continuous qualitative and quantitative improvement. During 2011-2012, the secondary entry
level assessment instruments were administered in two (2) sessions daily during the assessment
period. The results will be compared and contrasted to Fall 2012 results to measure the impact of
such change.
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Other Assessment Plans
1-7. What other studies of entry-level assessment have been conducted at the institution?
There were no formal studies conducted during the 2011 - 2012 academic year. The deans
realize the value of yearly basic skills data to provide guidance that assists and guide their
instructional teams, functions, and decisions. The data drives program plans and implementation
strategies.
I - 8. Describe results.
Not Applicable.
1-9. What instructional changes occurred or are planned due to entry-level assessment?
Computer aided instructions were continued in the Mathematics, Reading and Writing
laboratories during the 2011 – 2012 fiscal year. Adding technology to enhance student learning
remains a priority given funding challenges in Oklahoma. Research suggests this is an
appropriate strategy for the benefit of both the student and the University.

SECTION II: MID-LEVEL/GENERAL EDUCATION
Administering Assessment
II - 1. Describe how assessment activities were linked to the institutional general education
program competencies.
The instruments used to assess college readiness as a secondary measure were also used to assess
mid-level accomplishments. These instruments make comparisons easy and provide a predictive
value for academic attainment in the established general education competencies. Results from
the mid-level assessment are made available to all academic units, the responsibility managers,
and executives who supervise and provide direction to responsibility managers. Additionally,
the general education committee reviews the data and makes recommendations to the Academic
Policy Committee and Faculty Senate for action.
II - 2. Describe how the instruments were administered and how students were selected.
All students with forty (40) to seventy (70) earned academic credit hours make up the mid-level
assessment pool. The 2012 pool of candidates was three hundred fourteen (314) and two hundred two
(202) elected to participate. The sixty four (64) percent participation rate is two (2) percentage points
better than 2011.
The mid-level assessment is an electronic exercise administered in a computer laboratory
environment. Students are assigned alphabetically by major to one (1) of thirteen (13)
designated computer laboratories. The groups did not exceed thirty five (35) students. Each test
group had two (2) proctors with a supervisor to protect the integrity of the process.

II - 3. Describe strategies to motivate students to participate meaningfully.
Each student receives a letter from the Vice President for Academic Affairs announcing the
assessment activity which provides the date, time, and location of the event. The student will receive
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other communication from their school/department chairpersons regarding the assessment activities.
Flyers and signs are posted around campus and articles are written and placed in the newspaper
regarding the event.
Analyses and Findings
II - 4. How was student progress tracked into future semesters and what were the findings?
Throughout each semester, the course instructor tracks student progress against established
course objectives at least four (4) times; provides student feedback; offers academic counseling
and support; and shares negative performance with the retention committee for additional follow up
counseling. Generally, those students who are able to remove their basic skills deficiencies
within earning thirty (30) credit hours tend to stabilize and perform well toward their degree
plans.
II - 5. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011 - 2012 mid-level assessment?
The mid-level assessment comparative mean scores during 2007 through 2012 are as follows:

MID-LEVEL
BASIC SKILLS SUBJECTS SCORES
FISCAL 2007- 2012
Subjects
English
Mathematics
Reading

Spring
2012
77
27
67

Spring
2011
76
25
67

Spring
2010
77
25
68

Spring
2009
77
26
66.4

Spring
2008
77.0
25.0
68.0

Spring
2007
25.8
18.2
12.7

During the Spring 2008 semester, we implemented electronic testing as a pilot project for entry
level testing and mid level assessment. We established cut scores within the range of other
regional institutions for use with Accuplacer platform. Given this change, visual comparisons
are somewhat difficult. The Accuplacer and Descriptive Test platforms are comparable and
relatively equal to each other based upon a recent comparability study conducted at one (1)
Tennessee and three (3) Minnesota institutions of higher education. This data will not be used in
future years as we strive to bring online a new instrument that will effectively measure our
general education efforts.
The 2011-2012 cut scores are seventy five (75) for Sentence Skills (English), Mathematics, and
Reading respectively. Our previously established cut scores were twenty (20) for English and
Mathematics and twelve (12) for Reading. Two hundred two (202) students elected to
participate in the Mid-level assessment. Their weighted average scores were seventy seven (77),
sixty seven (67), and twenty seven (27) in Sentence Skills (English), Mathematics, and Reading
for 2012. These results reflect a one hundred one (101), thirty three (33), and eighty nine (89)
percent of the established cut scores. Mathematics and Reading present a challenge for
student learning.
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SECTION III: PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENTS
Program Outcome Assessment
School of Agriculture and Applied Sciences
Department of Agriculture & Natural Resources

The Department of Agriculture & Natural Resources offers four Bachelor of Science majors, i.e.,
Agribusiness, Animal Science, Crop & Soil Science and Natural Resources Management. Per
approval of the Board of Regents for the Oklahoma A&M Colleges, the Associate of Science
major in Pre-Veterinary Science was merged into the University College early in 2012.
All students from the agricultural programs are expected to demonstrate proficiency in the
fundamentals of agricultural science. In addition, students take exams in their areas of
concentration, i.e., Agribusiness, Animal Science, Crop & Soil, and Natural Resources
Management. There were 16 graduates in the above majors during the 2011-2012 academic year.
This marked the highest number of graduates in the history of the Department. To promote
excellence in students’ classroom learning, academic accomplishment and community service,
the Department initiated four awards, i.e., Leadership Award (Mr. DeMario Reynolds),
Academic Achievement Award (Ms. Sarah Ballard), Community Service Award (Mr. Kevin
Vaughn) and USDA Scholar Award (Ms. Kayla Hedge), and presented award certificate plaques
to the above respective recipients at a graduation banquet.
All 16 graduate candidates (100%) in this academic year 2011-2012 participated in the
Department’s exit exam (Agriculture Comprehensive Assessment Test, i.e., ACAT) in the spring
semester 2012. The mean performance of the 2011-2012 graduates on the ACAT was 70.8% (vs.
79% in Year 2010-2011) with a range of 30-100%. This represents a slight decrease, particularly
in the Natural Resources Management area, because of a few extremely low scores. The average
score in the general agriculture area was 77.1%, higher than the 75% a year ago. The overall
(total) performance score was very satisfactory. Per students’ suggestions, the Department in the
future will conduct seminars, review sessions and study sessions for the students to help prepare
for the ACAT prior to the test and improve their test scores.
During academic year of 2011-2012, 8 of the 16 graduates in Agricultural Science majors were
employed upon graduation. Four graduates were admitted into graduate schools at Oklahoma
State University’s Masters of International Agriculture Programs. A new collaborative STEP
program with Purdue University in Indiana is under way through a USDA-funded project to
prepare our students for advanced degrees in agriculture-related fields upon graduation. A
teaching proposal in collaboration with Oklahoma State University has been submitted to the
USDA NIFA’s Multicultural Scholars Program to enhance enrollment of students through full
scholarships to agricultural programs at Langston University. In addition, our faculty in early
2012 submitted to the USDA 1890-Capacity Grant Program a teaching proposal to establish an
animal teaching center consisting of beef cattle, swine, sheep and poultry units to complement
our already world-class goat program. Although it was not funded this year, the long-term goal
and mission of the Department have been set for our programs to grow and provide more
resources to our students.
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Langston University’s Student Satisfaction Survey (SSS) in the spring semester of 2012 showed
that all students majoring in Agricultural Science were highly satisfied with their education at
Langston University. In general, they were “very satisfied” or “satisfied” with “academic
advising” and “faculty”. However they indicated most dis-satisfactions in “business office”,
“financial aids” and “admission”. Therefore, the university as a whole needs to improve student
service areas and makes a better learning environment for our students. During the last academic
year, agricultural alumni and recent graduates continued to be satisfied with the training
received. According to the 2011-2012 Student Satisfaction Survey, the students were happy with
increased opportunities of out-door instruction, field trips and internships. It has been suggested
that even more hands-on experiences and laboratory sessions are needed. Overall, students
continued to demonstrate desire to learn in agricultural sciences. In responses to the above
student assessments, more opportunities for on-farm visits and trainings and for laboratory
practices will be made available for each class. Laboratory sessions have been installed in
several courses. Microscopes, pH meters, portable sinks and other laboratory instruments and
facilities have been purchased to enhance our laboratory capability for better experiential
learning. In addition, the USDA Liaison Officer worked more closely with faculty to assist
them in arranging field trips to animal clinics, farms, processing plants and places of agricultural
interest. Professionals in the field and industry were invited to make on-campus demonstrations
of equipment and techniques for students. Last summer many Agricultural Science students were
offered internships in federal and state agencies as well as in private sectors.
Several new computers in the Department of Agriculture & Natural Resources computer center
have been installed via research grants. Now the center provides access to all School of
Agriculture & Applied Sciences students. Based on students request and suggestions, printers
and papers have been provided free of charge. Student volunteers are manning the computer
center to monitor the computers, printers and paper supplies and make sure students’ needs are
met.
The USDA Liaison Officer and our faculty members have made several recruitment trips to
native Indian schools in hope to increase the numbers of Native Indian students in agriculture.
During the summer of 2012, many trips were made to visit our summer interns on site by our
faculty members in and out of state. These visits allowed us to assess the plan, the
implementation and accomplishments of our summer internship programs with different agencies
and enterprises. The feedback and suggestions from our students and their on-field advisors will
help us plan for future internship programs and improve the implementation and efficiency of
these programs. These visits also help build long lasting relationships, expand our student
recruitment and retention, and potentially increase their permanent job opportunities.
In May 2012 one faculty member and two students from our department participated in the
Langston University Study Abroad-China education trip. It was the first time for all three
participants to visit China and to explore the agricultural systems in a developing country. They
gained firsthand knowledge about college and high school education systems overseas. The
experience gained throughout this trip will certainly motivate them in their college education and
become more competitive in the global agricultural workforce.
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Faculty members and students actively participated in state and national scientific conferences in
the past year. Our faculty was invited to present seminars at Oklahoma State University,
Delaware State University, Iowa State University, the World Chesee Championship, the
American Cheese Society Cheese Championship, the NASA Hands-On Training for Remote
Sensing and Modeling, State Soil and Water Conservation Society (SWCS) Conference, etc.
Our agriculture students attended research symposiums and regional and national MANRRS
(Minority in Agriculture Natural Resources and Related Sciences) conferences. These activities
exposed Langston University faculty and students at national and state levels and helped enhance
their career developments.
It has been three years since the agricultural department installed the monthly seminar series.
Speakers with expertise in different disciplines have been invited to present seminars for
students, faculty and staff on a monthly base during the semesters. It has been an excellent
opportunity to broaden students’ knowledge beyond classrooms and agriculture. It has also
promoted active interactions among students and faculty. It has become such a routine
department-wide activity that we have not missed a single month during the semesters.
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Program Outcome Assessment
Department of Family and Consumer Sciences
2011-2012

Degree Program Options

Assessment
Measure

Number of Graduates

Child Development

Portfolio

9

Child Development

9

Early Childhood Education

FCSAT
FCSAT
OSAT

Nutrition and Dietetics

FCSAT-ND

0

2

Degree Type
Associate
of science
Bachelor
of science
Bachelor
of Science
Bachelor
of Science

Analysis and Findings: Twenty (20) students graduated in 2011-2012 with degrees in Family
and Consumer Sciences. Nine (9) candidates were appraised and successfully passed the Exit
portfolio assessment with 100% scoring above the acceptable range of 75% and higher. The
portfolio assessment provides a curriculum of candidates work and artifacts. The portfolio
documents growth over time, develop a sense of process and create a means for students to self
evaluate. The Family and Consumer Sciences Assessment Test (FCSAT) is administered at
the conclusion of their academic experience. It consists of a written comprehensive examination.
The comprehensive examination is very closely aligned with the unit’s Conceptual Framework,
the state’s competencies, and the standards of the National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC). Eleven (11) candidates were administered the FCSAT with a score
range of 80% or higher than. The Oklahoma Subject Area Test (OSAT) is designed to assess
subject area knowledge and skills required of entry-level educators in Oklahoma. All individuals
seeking an initial Oklahoma license must pass the OSAT.
Candidate’s responses must
demonstrate an understanding of knowledge and skills in the field of early childhood education.
There are three sub-areas further broken into eighteen competencies. The three areas are
language and literacy development, learning across the curriculum, and child development and
early childhood programs. The early childhood test is also comprised of selected response
questions. Candidates scoring 300-280 are considered exemplary; 279-260 competent; 259 to
240 acceptable; and those scoring below 240 do not pass the OSAT. The two candidates scored
below 240 on the OSAT. The Family and Consumer Sciences Assessment Test-Nutrition
Dietetics (FCSAT-ND) is design to assess the students’ knowledge and skill necessary for entry
level positions in nutrition and Dietetics. Two (2) students were assessed and scored 75% or
higher on the Exit Examination. These students have not completed graduation requirements.
Instructional Changes: III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the
programs due to programs outcomes assessment?
As a result of data analysis candidates will continue to receive a variety of developmentally
effective innovative teaching strategies, academic knowledge and experiences to promote
positive development for all children. Program faculty will provide additional opportunities for
student success through supplemental child development reading materials, practice
examinations, test taking skills, mentoring, and advisement. Additionally, Faculty will increase
9

opportunities for candidates’ exposure to critical thinking activities in order to develop stronger
constructive response answers to hyp0othetical teaching situations.


Early Childhood faculty will continue to provide candidates methods of child study, i.e.,
interviews, diary, and naturalistic observations to assist in understanding children,
families, and their environments. The faculty will provide candidates with strategies and
methodologies to assist in analyzing and applying knowledge gained from course
assignments. Videos have been purchased and are being used to assist candidates in each
area of development with a comprehensive understanding of cognitive, social, physical,
emotional, and creative development. Additionally, a video series on Family involvement
and how families contribute to the development process is being utilized in class
discussions.

Early Childhood faculty will continue to provide opportunities for student success through
portfolio development, supplemental reading materials, computer software, videos, field
experiences, resume writing, mentoring, observations, class projects and advisement.
Additionally, faculty will increase opportunities for candidates’ exposure to critical thinking
activities in order to develop portfolios.
A decision was made to continue to provide candidates with multiple opportunities to develop
strong early childhood advocacy skills including written and verbal communication. Candidates
will continue to receive online materials for using research in policy and practice such as the
National Association for the Education of Young Children’s new website
page,(http://www.naeyc.org/resources/research), devoted to helping early childhood
professionals and policymakers become well-informed users of early childhood development
research and textbook online resources. Program faculty decision was made to encourage
candidates to show a strong orientation toward inquiry and self motivation by attending and
presenting at Early Childhood Conferences. The research initiative will culminate upon
graduation.
The program faculty will continue to give candidates an opportunity to use ethical guidelines on
the characteristics of quality research, links to research reports, syntheses and peer-review
journals, and ways to become an informed advocate for early childhood research. Moreover, to
continue to show evidence of active involvement in the profession in varied ways through
membership and other activities.
The Nutrition & Dietetics faculty continuously review evaluate and revise the syllabi and
assignments to meet the knowledge and skills required for entry level dietetic professionals.
Desire 2 Learn is utilized in delivering instructional materials. Case studies and interactive
software were purchased to improve the performance on the exit examination. Students will use
the software to improve test taking skills and enhance their knowledge. Program faculty will
continue to work with students in their upper level courses to improve the performance.
Although none of the graduates from this group applied for an Internship, program faculty will
continue to encourage students to apply for Internships. Program faculty will invite dietetic
internship directors to the campus and give seminars. Program faculty will encourage students to
attend pre-registration workshops and study sessions offered by educational organizations.
10

Student Satisfaction Assessment: The Graduate Follow Up-Survey results indicate that
graduates were satisfied with their educational opportunities at Langston University.
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Department: BIOLOGY
Administering Assessment
III – 1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study
Department/
Degree
Program
B.S. Degree in
Biology

Number of
Individuals
Assessed

Assessment Measures

25

Educational Testing
Service (ETS) Major
Field Test in Biology*

&
B.S. Degree in
Biology
Education

Assessment
Percentages
9 scored 70% and
higher;
12 scored 65%69.5%;
4 scored 60%-64.5%

*The ETS® Major Field Test for Biology consists of 150 multiple-choice questions, a number of which are based on descriptions
of laboratory and field situations, diagrams or experimental results. Some of the questions are designed to test analytical skills.
Test content included subject matter from four (4) major sub-areas: (1) cell biology; (2) molecular biology and genetics; (3)
organismal biology; and (4) population biology, evolution and ecology. The scale range for the total score is 120-200 and for
sub-scores is 20-100.

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 programs outcomes
assessment?
Twenty-five (25) biology seniors were administered the ETS Biology Major Field Test in April
2012. Testers included twenty-four (24) students in the Bachelor of Science Biology program
and one (1) student in the Biology Education program. Overall scores earned by the 25 students
ranged from 120 points to 165 points (or 60% to 82.5%), as shown below.
Total Score Percentages Earned by LU Students

Number of Students in Each Score
Range
82.5% to 80%
2
70.0% to 79.0%
7
65.0% to 69.5%
12
60.0% to 64.5%
4
Nationally, the test was administered to a total of 7,681 students between September 2010 and
June 2011, with a mean total score of 153. The mean score earned by Langston University
biology was 140 (70%).
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The following table compares subscores earned by Langston University Biology majors with the
national average between September 2010 and June 2011:

Subscore Area
Cell Biology
Molecular Biology & Genetics
Organismal Biology
Population Biology, Evolution &
Ecology

Mean LU Subscore
43.6%
46.4%
40.2%
39.8%

Mean National Subscore
53.0%
53.0%
53.5%
52.6%

Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?

Toward improving student performance on the ETS Major Field Test in Biology, the biology
faculty continue to implement modifications deemed appropriate. These include:
1) Evaluating and modifying course content in all courses, particularly Animal Diversity
(Zoology), Plant Diversity (Botany), Environmental Biology, Ecology, and Cell Biology.
2) Specifically expanding subject content relative to evolution and the process of evolution,
population genetics, and the processes that link evolution, genetics, and molecular biology.
3) Incorporating more laboratory activities that lend to data collection, analysis, and critical
thinking.
4) Requiring assignments and oral presentations that require reading and understanding of
scientific journal articles.
5) Incorporating case studies aimed at enhancing understanding and application of biological
principles.
6) Expanding opportunities for biology majors to participate in informal group sessions that
impact skill development in reading scientific articles, note-taking, test-taking, and
understanding and communicating biological and other scientific topics that are of personal
interest as well as concern to the general public.
7) Utilizing the Biology Department’s seminar program as an avenue for exposing students to
established researchers and research techniques, stimulating research interest, and increasing
awareness of research opportunities.
13

Student Satisfaction Assessment:
For the past three (3) years, biology seniors have been given the opportunity to rate the
department in terms of 1) coursework 2) quality of instruction 3) laboratory/research
experiences 4) advisement and 5) overall experience as a biology major.
The assessment and results are summarized in the table below.
Assessment: On a scale of 1-5 (5 high) how
Assessment Results
do you rate:
Biology coursework
4.28
Instruction/Instructors
4.14
Laboratory/Research Experiences
3.71
Advisement
4.29
Overall experience as a biology major
4.29

Department: CHEMISTRY
Administering Assessment
III–1. The listing below contains only Exit Level Assessment information, by specific
request. It contains assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed
for Chemistry Exit Level Activity.
Immediately below the chart is information regarding finding, action proposed,
action taken, how action was documented, and comments.
Department/
Degree
Program
BS Chemistry

Assessment Measures
Exit Level
(Chemistry Majors)
National ETS Exit Examination
Undergraduate Research
Oral Presentation of Research Project
Poster Presentation on Research
Project

Number of Students
Assessed

Majors 1
Majors 1
Majors 1
Majors 1

Evaluation Method:

National ETS Exit Examination

Performance Standard:

At least 70 % of the graduating seniors will score at the national
average or higher on the National ETS Exit Examination.

Population Assessed:

Fall ’11, Spring’12 Graduate candidate

Number Assessed:

1 Graduate candidate
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Results:

Student scored at the national average or higher

Action proposed

The department proposed to continue its test preparedness course
for students to study comprehensive test materials as well as to
review strategies for taking these exams.

Action Taken:

The approved test preparation course will continue. Senior
students will enroll in this course during the first semester of their
senior year. The course will be teamed taught by instructors of
general, organic, analytical, biochemistry, and physical chemistry
courses. Heavy emphasis is on the subject content of the GRE and
ETS comprehensive exams and on strategies for taking
comprehensive tests including ACS exams.

Action Documented By:

Course CH 3001 Test Preparedness has been formally approved
and is currently listed in the most recent LU 2008-2019 Catalog.
The department made this a required course beginning the fall
2010.

Comments:

ETS, GRE, ACS exams will be thoroughly reviewed by current
professors during the Course CH 3001. Ideally this course will
serve as a support for the ETS, GRE &
ACS standardized exams.
___________________________________________

Evaluation Method:

Participation in Undergraduate Research Project

Performance Standard:

At least 90% of the graduating seniors will score 80% or above on
the research rubric.

Population Assessed:

Fall’11, Spring’12 Graduate candidate

Number Assessed:

1 Graduate candidate

Results:

All seniors scored higher than 90 % on research rubric. Students
are judged during their presentations at the LU research day
activities

Action Proposed:

Students are formally enrolled in Chemistry Research I and
Chemistry Research II. Students can complete their requirement at
Langston or by qualifying for a research internship at a
comprehensive university.
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Action Taken:

Students continue to enroll in Chemistry Research I and Chemistry
Research II.

Action Documented By:

Student received a grade of B or better in the one Research
Course; has not completed the 2nd research course.

________________________________________________
Method of Evaluation:

Participation in Oral Presentation of Research Project

Performance Standard:

At least 90% of the graduating seniors will score 80% or above on
the Research Presentation rubric

Population Assessed:

Fall’11, Spring’12 Graduate candidate

Number Assessed:

1 graduate candidate

Results:

Student scored above 80% or above on the Research Presentation
rubric

Action Proposed:

Students are formally enrolled in Chemistry Seminar. Students
can complete their requirement at Langston or by qualifying for a
research internship at a comprehensive university.

Action Taken:

Students continue to enroll in Chemistry Seminar to improve their
presentation skills.

Action Documented By:

All seniors received a letter grade of B or better in their Chemistry
Seminar course. In addition the oral presentations are formally
judged during the LU research day. The Chemistry faculty results
are filled in the student’s folder.

Comments:

All seniors generally complete their research requirement during
their junior or senior year.
___________________________________________

Method of Evaluation:

Participation in Poster Presentation of Research Project

Performance Standard:

At least 90% of the graduating seniors will score 80% or above on
the Poster Presentation Rubric.

Population Assessed:

Fall’10, Spring’11 Graduates
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Number Assessed:

1 Graduate candidate

Results:

Both graduates scored above 80% or above on the Research
Presentation rubric

Action Proposed:

All chemistry majors are required to complete a research project
and make a poster presentation during the LU research day
activities

Action Taken:

Students continue to enroll in the Chemistry Seminar course to
improve their presentation skills.

Action Documented By:

All students received a letter grade of B or better in their Seminar
Course. In addition the poster presentations are formally judged
during the LU research day. The Chemistry Faculty results are
filed in the student’s folder

III-2. EXIT-LEVEL SUMMARY COMMENTS & INSTRUCTIONAL STRATIGIES
There was one (1) chemistry major who is an excellent student and was poised to graduate
since our last assessment, but due to extenuating circumstances, he did not do so. All
graduates complete at least two different chemistry research projects during their tenure as
well as two oral & poster presentations. The research projects represent work completed at
Langston as well as work completed during summer internships at universities throughout
the US. The collective oral and poster presentations were presented in well over 8 different
venues, three were at national settings. The research and oral and written work were
assessed by the respective advisory committees at the annual Arts & Sciences Research Day
at LU. Our graduate candidate earned excellent ratings on his work.
The ETS exit exam was not administered during the spring semester when it became
obvious that our candidate would not be graduating. Typically, there are five scores
recorded; one for each of the four different areas of chemistry: physical chemistry, organic
chemistry, inorganic chemistry and analytical chemistry; and a combined Total’ score.
There needs to be at least five (5) candidates taking the ETS at one time to receive an indepth analysis of the results. However, when there are less than five, the results are
compared to previous classes as well as to the national average of the exam. The results of
the ETS exam, in my opinion, do not reflect an accurate measure of the academic prowess
of our students. However, it does provide an indication as to the strength & weaknesses of
each student.
Assessment activities in the Chemistry Department provide a substantial base for
evaluating the overall chemistry curriculum and figure prominently in the Department’s
planning for improving student performance in chemistry. The results of assessment,
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primarily those from mid-level exams, are examined routinely to assist the Department in
making program changes and in exploring alternative or additional methods of
assessment. Response to assessment results is not only geared to devising plans for
retaining current majors but also to recruiting new students into the program.
Recruitment efforts are enhanced by State, national and private financial resources which
are acquired by the School of Arts & Sciences. These financial resources significantly
enhance the budget for the department and assist in making budget decisions.
The number of chemistry graduates at Langston compares favorably with any institution its
size; the average graduation rate is below two grads per year.
The number of chemistry degree completions is relatively small compared to other STEM
majors throughout Oklahoma and the U.S.
The information immediately below demonstrates this point:
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) data for Oklahoma State University shows
that for the year 2010, Oklahoma State University had a total undergraduate enrollment of
18,374; the total number of Black or African-American students enrolled was 801.
Bachelor degrees conferred to Black or African-American students was 120. There were 20
Bachelor’s degrees conferred in all Physical Science majors which typically encompass
chemistry, physics, astronomy, and earth science; chemistry is but one of the physical
science majors.

4

Chemistry Degree Completions - African-Americans
OK Regional Universities: 2006-2010
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Presently there are 25 chemistry majors; it is on track to increase this number to 30 during
the next five years. The department plans to increase the number of students that
successfully pass the introductory General Chemistry course, which in turn should increase
the retention percentages in the department. Recruitment of new students continues to be a
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priority. Special university scholarship programs that specifically target science students
should also increase the number of science majors at the University. The goal of our
department is to continue to increase the number of chemistry graduates and to increase
the number of graduates that go on to graduate school. The university has increased its
over-all efforts in the recruitment as per its 10-year plan.
SUMMARY OF A “STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY”
Chemistry majors responded to an eighteen (18) question “Student Satisfaction Survey”.
Ratings for each individual question ranged from poor to excellent or 1-7, including “not
applicable”.
Marks from good to excellent were given to responses for questions related to advisors’ and
instructors’ ‘‘helpfulness and assistance to personal and academic problems and concerns.
Marks from good to excellent were given for questions regarding overall experience, learning
environment, classroom experience, course availability, and choice of major.
The lowest ratings (4-5 out of 7) were given to questions regarding students’ laboratory
experiences, and equipment accessibility.
The Chemistry Department personnel will continue to focus on improving student satisfaction in
all areas. However, our department does not have professional personnel for the management of
our Laboratories & laboratory equipment and supplies. This seems to have a negative effect on
the laboratory experiences of our students.
Department: COMMUNICATION
Administering Assessment
III–1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.

Department/
Degree
Program
Broadcast
Journalism

Assessment Measures
Broadcast Rules Exam (Not required
by NRE, see below.)
Senior Exit Exam
Senior Portfolio
Internships

Number of Students Assessed
22
10
7
12

Analysis of Findings
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III–2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011 – 2012 program outcomes
assessment?
Broadcast Rules Exam
As noted in the prior year’s 2010-2011 Program Outcomes Assessment, the National
Radio Examiners eliminated the FCC Rules and Regulations Exam as a program
requirement; thus, this exam was not administered in 2010-2011. However, the
Department of Communication at LU, in an effort to help its Broadcast Journalism
majors prepare more fully for the professional workforce, began offering this test on an
annual basis to assist our Broadcast Journalism majors’ understanding as it relates to FCC
rules and regulations and to also monitor or assess student learning as it relates to FCC
rules and regulations. Although faculty cannot require that students take this exam, BJ
majors are encouraged to complete it to help assess their understanding of FCC rules.
Beginning in April 2012, the communication department administered this 100-question,
multiple-choice test instrument to those students who volunteered to take the FCC-related
exam. Twenty-two BJ majors took this exam using a pin ID that allows the students to
remain anonymous but check his or her test scores once they are posted. The results, by
pin ID, are included below. (A score of 70/100 or higher is considered passing.)
As a result of the low test scores, the Department of Communication will begin
sponsoring two workshops each Spring prior to the exam’s administration, which will
take place in April of each year. These FCC-related workshops will be designed to
enhance student learning as it relates to their familiarity with the FCC rules and
regulations. Moreover, the implementation of these workshops demonstrates the
communication faculty’s commitment beyond the regular classroom to student learning
in this realm.
Spring 2012 BRE Scores

Test ID #
4086
0718
0424
4278
3257
0099
2053
8501
8757
7466
9650
7769
2738

Exam Score
48/100
29/100
33/100
21/100
35/100
37/100
39/100
29/100
37/100
35/100
32/100
40/100
42/100
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0756
9132
9690
2224
0352
2986
4229
6485
9523

32/100
35/100
40/100
37/100
33/100
32/100
45/100
41/100
38/100

Exit Level Assessments
Students must complete three departmental assessment activities prior to graduation: the
professional internship; the senior exit exam and the senior portfolio.
Scores for those who undertook internships in 2011-12 are as follows:
Internships
Course Number
BJ-4186-11
BJ-4180-11
BJ-4186-21
Course Number
BJ-4186-21
BJ-4186-21
BJ-4186-21
BJ-4186-01
BJ-4186-01
BJ-4186-01
BJ-4186-01
BJ-4186-01
BJ-4186-01

Student ID
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student ID
Student 4

Student 5
Student 6
Student 7
Student 8
Student 9
Student 10
Student 11
Student 12

Internship
70
80
I
Internship
90
I
80
I
I
I
I
W
I

Final Grade
YES
YES
NO
Final Grade
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
YES
NO

Note: All students who received a grade of “I” during the 2011-12 term are slated to
complete their internships for credit no later than the Summer 2013 term. They must
complete the internship to receive a letter grade of A, B, C, D, or F or withdraw from the
course and receive “W” as the grade of record.

Exit Exam
The departmentally designed exit exam has three components: 25 multiple choice/ brief
identification items on grammar and language precision, newswriting, broadcast writing,
and TV production, worth 40% of the student's final score; background information and a
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prompt for a news article that students must compose, worth 40% of the total score;
background information and a prompt for a 30-second public service announcement
(PSA), which students must compose, worth 20% of the total score.
Ten Broadcast Journalism majors completed the exam in April 2012. Their scores and
student ID numbers are listed below. Nine of these students scored a 70% (C) or higher,
as indicated below.

Student
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7
Student 8
Student 9
Student 10

Multiple Choice
19/25
22/25
18/25
19/25
24/25
17/25
21/25
22/25
18/25
22/25

Essay/Writing
75/100
86/100
86/100
78/100
81/100
65/100
86/100
72/100
70/100
83/100

Portfolios
Students presented a wide variety of work completed during internships, class
assignments and participation on the LU Gazette, radio station KALU-FM, and KALUTV during a final presentation event that was held in May 2012.
Student
Student 1
Student 2
Student 3
Student 4
Student 5
Student 6
Student 7

Portfolio Score
75%
95%
70%
90%
70%
75%
80%

Communication students continue to perform well on experiential, production-oriented
projects and assignments. Once more, internship sponsors consistently report that our
students transition smoothly to the work environment, which results from our emphasis
on hands-on experience in production classes. The writing samples, generated by our
increased emphasis on assessment, continue to deliver mixed signals with revised
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assessment tools. Writing skill development continues as a primary concern. Faculty
continue to place a strong emphasis on infusing more writing into all classes offered by
the department, as well as more in-class use of technology to help deliver instruction.

III–3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to
programs outcomes assessment?
A speech lab utilizing computer software dedicated to building student-language skills,
especially articulation and pronunciation, was enacted in Spring 2010 and its use
continues to part of the students’ curriculum. In the 2011-12 term, the lab’s use was also
enacted in SP2713 Introduction to Communication courses, as well as in BJ-specific
courses including BJ3332 Radio Production, BJ3163 Television Production I, BJ3143
Announcing, BJ4133 Announcing II, BJ4083 Communication Seminar, etc. Use of this
lab by students has begun to be reflected in students’ final portfolio projects as well via
the students’ audio demonstration recordings.
Beginning in the Fall 2010 term, the Department of Communication instituted an
English-skills component in the News Writing I (BJ2393) lab beginning, wherein
participating BJ students were provided with additional instruction in basic grammar and
English-usage skills. This continued in Fall 2011 in the News Writing I course. Under
this new program adaption, BJ students were given not only additional instruction related
to proper English usage, grammar/mechanics, punctuation, etc., but were also required to
complete related (written) assignments as part of the News Writing I curriculum. During
this time, a member of English faculty visited the reporting labs once each week to assist
communication faculty in this area. However, due to pressing instructional needs in the
English department, no English faculty were available to return to formally assist in this
English-skills study emphasis in the News Writing labs beginning in Spring 2012
semester. However, the News Writing lab faculty member continues to work to
emphasize improvement in these areas as part of the regular BJ-related program of study.
Also, all Communication faculty continue to add more frequent writing assignments to
the BJ curricula to help promote writing skill development among Communication
students. This ongoing focus on the aforementioned English-skills component, coupled
with more writing assignments in the BJ coursework as a whole, is a long-term endeavor
that is undertaken with the goal of enhancing students’ English grammar and writing
skills over the long term.
Additionally, beginning in Fall 2012, the three lecture classrooms used by
Communication faculty (viz. LSH 310, LSH 311 and LSH 312) and their students were
equipped with “smart” technology centers or bases that allow for the regular use of
overhead document viewing, audio listening/video viewing capabilities, PowerPoint
presentations, and access to hard-wired Internet, not to mention access to DVD and even
VCR players. Regular access to these multi-media technologies has afforded the faculty
and immeasurable new options in educational delivery and curriculum content, as well
providing students with an opportunity to use these technologies as part of their own in23

class presentations, including in SP2713 Introduction to Communication, BJ3332 Radio
Production, and BJ3313 Principles of Public Relations, among other classes.
Finally, software and equipment updates during 2011-12 in the department’s primary
computer lab, located in LSH 318W, also created enhanced opportunities for student
learning and communication-skills development as it related to the Broadcast Journalism
curricula. In addition to securing new printers for this lab, new InDesign layout and
design software, as well as updated PhotoShop software, was purchased and installed for
use by students engaged in the production of the student newspaper, the LU Gazette, as
well as for students enrolled in BJ3312 Layout and Design Seminar, among other
courses, that offer desktop publishing/design components.
Department: COMMUNICATION-THEATRE ARTS
Administering Assessment
III–1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Department/
Degree Program
Theatre Arts

Assessment Measures
Senior Portfolio
Internships

Number of Students
Assessed
1
1

Analysis of Findings
III–2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011 – 2012 program outcomes
assessment?
Please note that the Theatre Arts (TA) program, which is contained within the
Department of Communication, has been discontinued as a program/major offering due
to low productivity. However, during the 2011-12 assessment term, one Communication
student, with a major in Theatre Arts, remained in this program. Related to this, students
who majored in Theatre Arts were required to complete two departmental assessment
activities prior to graduation: the professional internship and the senior portfolio.
Internships
Student
Student 1

Internship Grade
90

The Pollard Theatre continued to provide an intensely professional environment, critical
to the student’s future development. When the internship began, this student already
boasted experience in prior on-campus productions, but he received exposure to a
heightened level of competition during his Pollard internship. The audition process in
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place at this community theater is demanding in its nature, from the theatrical process,
which includes a first read-through, to its close. It was a process that demanded the
student perform at the top of his level. By its conclusion, the student reported that this
internship experience helped reinforce his sense of discipline and commitment as it
relates to a professional career in acting and theater arts.
Portfolios
Theatre Arts majors generally compile photographs, flyers, programs, reviews, etc., that
document the quantity and quality of their work. This year’s portfolio included samples
of the student’s creative writing, scenes from in-progress plays that had been read,
discussed, and were under revision. However, it remains important to note that the most
glowing review or photograph fails to capture the quality of a live-stage performance.
Although digital technology, such as video clips and links to websites addresses, alleviate
this issue to a limited degree, it is not always easy for the TA student’s final portfolio to
accurately reflect and document the effort and energy of this student’s contribution to the
Theatre Arts program.
Student
Student 1

Portfolio Score
36/40 points

Instructional Changes
III–3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to
programs outcomes assessment?
Because the Theatre Arts program, as noted at the introduction of this report, has been
discontinued as an area of specialized study or concentration, there is no need for
ongoing assessment as it relates to program outcomes.
The final Theatre Arts major, who was assessed herein during the 2011-12 term,
successfully completed his Bachelor of Arts degree in the Theatre Arts program to
graduate in May 2012.
At this time, only two Theatre Arts courses, TA3033 Acting I and TA3011 Field
Experiences in Theatre Arts, are being taught for elective credit during the Fall 2012
term, which—at this writing—will mark the close of any TA coursework offered through
the Department of Communication.
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Department: ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES

III–1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed
for each major field of study.




The English and Foreign Languages departmental exit exam has two components, scored
separately:
85 multiple choice and brief identification questions focused on the writing process,
grammar and usage, syntax, literary principles and history;
an essay, in which students “analyze a theme or a character” in a “classic literary work.”
Instrument
Multiple choice questions
Essay

Students Assessed
4
4

Analysis of Findings
III–2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 program outcomes
assessment?
Student performance on the departmental exit exam is represented in the table below.
Student
1 - 7298
2 -3692
3 - 7015
4 - 7727

MC:
MC:
MC:
MC:

Test Results
41/85, 48%; Essay: 84/100
57/85, 57%; Essay: 75/100
69/85, 80%; Essay: 90/100
75/85, 88%; Essay: 88/100

The multiple-choice component of the exam was machine scored using the Scantron system.
The mix of questions on grammar, literature, the writing process, etc., has been revised from year
to year, and specific test items have been added and deleted. Student essays were holistically
graded by three faculty members in the department; the essay score is an average of those three
readings.
Instructional Changes
III–3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to program
outcomes assessment?
Poor performance by two students on the multiple choice questions continues a trend
identified in previous assessment reports. The department has increased opportunities for
English majors to serve as tutors for developmental English and freshman Composition students,
in an attempt to create a problem-solving approach to issues of grammar and sentence structure;
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progress has been slow, but performance in the 80% range by the other two students might be
seen as a sign of progress.
The department’s primary initiative for 2012 – 2013 will be to develop a standard exit
exam that will provide comparable results from year to year. Guided by the Educational Testing
Service website, we will revise the format of the multiple-choice component, increase the focus
on grammar and usage since this has been a long-standing concern, reduce the number of factbased, brief identification questions, and add literary questions that reflect the content of our
upper level (3000 – 4000) literature classes.
Department: MATHEMATICS
Administering Assessment
Question III – 1.
List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for each
major field of study
ETS Major
Examination
Nationally
Normed
Examination

Number of Students
Assessed

Internally Developed
Test

2

Career Portfolio

QUESTION III - 2

What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012, program outcomes
assessment?
Department/
Degree
Program

Number of
Individuals
Assessed
2

Mathematics
2

Assessment Measures
ETS Major Examination
Overall Performance
(150 on scaled
performance range (120200) on major
components (Calculus,
Algebra, Math Statistics,
Analysis)
Career Portfolio
(80%) Assessed using
Departmental Portfolio
Rubrics

Assessment
Percentages
0%

100%
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Both candidates fell slightly below our benchmark level of 150 scaled score on the ETS
Examination. In post-examination interviews with our candidates both agreed that our
review of the topics needed to more in-depth prior to examination. Candidate 1 accepted
a position as secondary mathematics teacher in an Oklahoma public school. Candidate 2
is completing final coursework and mathematical research projects.
The performance of candidates was 100% on the Career Portfolio which cataloged the
students’ research experiences, special projects, knowledge gained and post experience
evaluations.

Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?

We continue to believe our efforts bring our candidates closer to the 150 scaled score target.
We will continue the following:
1. Program has designated two major classes to emphasize research and project
development. All current/future senior level mathematics majors are/will be enrolled in
our mathematics seminar course and mathematical modeling course where research
projects are developed. This effort will help bring about more in depth knowledge and
conceptual understanding of traditionally difficult topics.
2. Mathematics majors are advised to enroll in one interdisciplinary course. This effort will
widen the major’s purview of how mathematics, sciences, and business are connected and
relevant to each other. Current and future students are enrolled in or will enroll in
economics, computer science, and bio-informatics courses.
3. Mathematics majors will engage in comprehensive review of test topics with
designated instructors prior to taking the NTS Examination. We will begin this review at
the beginning of the examination semester.
4. All majors are strongly encouraged to attend summer research experiences. We believe
that giving candidates more applied experiences from varying perspectives will also help
facilitate stronger conceptual understanding of key mathematical topics and ideas.
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Department: MUSIC
Administering Assessment
III–1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Department/
Degree
Program
BA in Music
Education

Assessment Measures
Senior Recital
Music Exit Exam
Piano Proficiency

Number of Students Assessed
2
2
1

Instrumental

Analysis of Findings
III–2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-12 program outcomes
assessment?
Senior Recital: Both students passed the recital assessment with 80%. There were weak
areas in the performances that will be addressed in instructional changes.
Music Exit Exam: Both students passed this assessment with 98% and 99% respectively.
Prior to the exit exam both students passed the OSAT.
Piano Proficiency: One student took and passed the piano proficiency. Student two was
not required to take the proficiency because the main instrument was piano.
Findings: Students are well prepared to teach music in a K-12 music program. Scoring
well on the above assessments and the state assessments, OSAT and OPTE, the students
show a strong knowledge of subject area content.

Instructional Changes
III–3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program(s) due to
programs outcomes assessment?
Senior Recital pass rates should be higher 85% and above. In order to facilitate this increase, the
department: 1) has instructed major applied teachers to begin recital preparation earlier; students
will work with an accompanist the semester before the recital; students will have more
performance opportunities before the recital.
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Department: SOCIOLOGY
Administering Assessment
III–1. List a table format with the assessment measures and number of individuals
assessed for each major field of study.
Department/Degree
Program

Assessment Measures

Number of
Individuals Assessed

BA Sociology

ETS Major Field Test

3

Analysis of Findings
III-2.

What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 program outcomes
assessment?
In April 2012, three (3) seniors (2 females, 1 male) took the Major Field Test in
Sociology. The 140 multiple choice questions took approximately two hours to complete.
ETS reported total score (120-200) and subscores (20-100) for each student. According
to comparative data, the institutional means total score was 147.7, with a standard
deviation of 8.2. The institutional means for subscores 1 and 2 were 48.3 and 47.7, with
standard deviations of 8.0 and 7.5 respectively. The table below provides data for the
three Langston students.
Student

Total Score

F
M
F
Mean
Standard Deviation

148
142
134
141.3

Subscore 1
Core Sociology
50
40
36
42

Subscore 2
Critical Thinking
44
44
23
37

These results show that our three students, as a group, scored just below the institutional
values; but actually two did reasonably better than the third student whose scores pulled
down the scores. Because only three students took the test, it is not advisable to
determine the spread in terms of standard deviation. This year’s students scored better
than last year’s four students that took the test. Last year’s students scored toward the
lower end of the scale, while this year’s students scored close but still slightly lower than
the national average.
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III–3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to the
program outcomes assessment?
Slight improvement made by students. Faculty will continue to modify course content
and instructional strategies to enhance teaching and learning. Assignments and exams
will include more activities and questions that require interpretation, application, and
analysis of concepts, theories, and statistical data. Chapter exams will be given to
encourage students to keep current with readings. Also, final exams will be
comprehensive to emphasize the importance of long-term learning and retaining of
knowledge.
Department: CORRECTIONS
Administering Assessment
III–1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Department/
Degree Program
BS Corrections

Assessment Measures
ETS Major Field Test

Number of
Individuals Assessed
16

Internship

15

Analysis of Findings
III–2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011– 2012 program outcomes
assessment?
Major Field Test
During spring semester 2012, sixteen (16) seniors (10 females, 6 males) took the Major
Field Test in Criminal Justice, which consisted of 150 multiple choice questions. Total
scores were reported by ETS as scale scores, with a range of 120-200. The table below
provides the scores for Langston students. According to comparative data, the
institutional means total score was 151, with a standard deviation of 9.8. Our students
scored lower than the national average, the mean scores remaining almost the same as in
last year (134.00 compared to 133.4). Slightly over a quarter of the students scored
toward the bottom of the scale in 2011-2012, as compared to less than a quarter in 20102011. In terms of dispersion, Langston University’s score of σ = 9.4 compares well with
the national score of σ = 9.8.
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STUDENT
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
M
F
F
Mean
Standard Deviation

CAMPUS
Main
Main
OKC
OKC
Main
OKC
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main
Main

TOTAL SCORE
140
130
133
135
123
125
125
127
143
120
131
130
129
140
150
154
133.4
9.4

Internship
The second assessment measure is the internship. During fall 2011 and spring/summer
2012, fifteen (15) seniors (9 females, 6 males) enrolled in the internship (see table
below). Each student spent 240 hours at a criminal justice or equivalent agency approved
by the faculty coordinator. Weekly journals and a 10-page final paper were submitted via
D2L. A performance evaluation was also completed by the agency supervisor.
Student

Placement Site

Final Grade

F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
F

Spencer Police
LU Police
Community Corrections
LU Police
Community Access
Kate Barnard CCC
Clara Waters CCC
OK County Juvenile Detention Center
OK County Juvenile Detention Center
LU Police
LU Police
Probation & Parole
Community Corrections
Carver Transitional Center
Stillwater Domestic Violence Services

B
C
C
C
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
A
A
A
A
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Instructional Changes
III–3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to the
program outcomes assessment?
Students have consistently performed poorly on the Major Field Test in Criminal Justice.
Faculty will explore the feasibility of adopting a different standardized test or a
departmentally-developed comprehensive exam.

Department: TECHNOLOGY
Administering Assessment
III – 1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study
Department/
Degree
Program
Technology
Compute Design
Technology
Electronics

Number of
Individuals
Assessed
1- Graduating Senior
1- Graduating Senior

Assessment Measures
Internally Developed
Test
Internally Developed
Test

Assessment
Percentages
80%
74%

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 programs outcomes
assessment?
Due to the non-availability of an ETS Major Field Test for Electronics and Computer Design
Technology, as for the past years, the Technology Department uses self-developed tests. The
exams were developed by a team of instructors and adjunct instructors of the Technology
Department. This year the test score as shown in the table above was above the 70% required by
the team of examiners and the Technology Department advisory board. The test was divided in
three (3) parts that represent different level of Computer Design and Drafting skills for the
Computer Design candidate and Electronics skills for the Electronics candidate. Part I valued 50
points. This part assess the students on basic skills in their respective subarea the ability of the
candidate to name basic drafting tools, procedures, and basic function of AutoCAD 2011 or their
ability to name electronic components and read electronics schematics. Part II valued 50 points
or the total points. It measured the ability of the student to describe shape and projection or apply
electronics rules and Laws. The Part III valued 50 points. It measured the ability of the candidate
to create Isometric Axis, Orthographic Projections, advanced feature of AutoCAD and the path
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to the unification and standardization of different drafting concept such as the screw or advanced
DC/AC analysis and circuit transformation. The table below presents the results of the candidates
on each part and overall result.

Student

Scaled Score

Exam Part I Exam Part II

Exam Part III

150

50

50

50

1-CAD

120 (80%)

40 (80%)

45 (90%)

35 (70%)

2-ELECT

111(74%)

40(80%)

32(64%)

39(78%)

Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
The main objectives of the Chair and the team of instructors of the Technology Department are
to guarantee that students graduating are proficient in their respective subject area in both theory
and practice. Laboratories environments have being improved to allow a self-paced study
approach. Courses are being redesigned to include theory, laboratory and min-projects. A series
of seminar by a field professional are offered during their freshmen and sophomore year to
prepare them for life after graduation. Students are encouraged to work in group by developing
individual projects during students’ activities of the Technology Club and using available
material to improve and retain skills acquired through their study. We have implement a 3 hours
2 sessions/week tutoring session that help the student catch up with their classwork. Our
approach has prepared a poll of students progressing together and will help improve our
graduation rates. Due to these changes, we have more enthusiastic and engaged students this
year. As result, we had one students participating to the Arts and Sciences Research Day 2012
events. We intend to continue to nurture and encourage our students. We are convinced that our
approach will help students below the 70% cut-off score to improve and contribute to push most
scores even higher that the cut-off score as well as increase our graduation rate.
Requests a still submitted to the University Budget Committee for two additional faculty
members (Computer Drafting & Design and Electronics) that will help reduce the number of
adjuncts and increase the mentoring capability through the availability of the full time
instructors. The lack of full time instructors has influenced over the past years and continues to
have an impact on the enrolment and retention trend of the Technology Department as well as
the skills transferred to our students by the graduation. Having these faculties will improve our
mentoring and retention and therefore prepare more students for graduation.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Department: Business Administration- Accounting
Administering Assessment
III – 1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study
Department/
Degree
Program

Number of
Individuals
Assessed

10
B.B.A. Degree in
Accounting

Assessment Measures

PAS Major Field Test

Assessment
Percentages
PAS Test does not
exist for accounting
discipline. Instead,
all students take the
PAS Business II
Field Test. 0% of all
students who sat the
test were successful
at the 70th percentile.

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 programs outcomes
assessment?
Starting this 2011-2012 Academic year the School of Business uses the Peregrine Academic
Services to conduct its inbound and outbound testing. After scrutinizing the results on the
inbound and outbound tests provided by Peregrine Academic Services, factors have been
identified that might have led to poor student performance and the areas where students have
done poorly, and will provide measures to remedy this deficiency.
First, observation was conducted on the mean completion time statistic. The mean completion
time for the inbound examination was 49 minutes, and 61minutes for the out-bond examination.
This seems to contrast sharply with the following faculty decision. The faculty decided that
effective with the 2010 - 2011 test, students would be monitored in the exam under strict
conditions: no student will be allowed to come in once the test has started; no student will be
allowed to leave the exam hall until they have spent at least 90 minutes on the exam. The
reasoning is that students often do not take the exam seriously and therefore did not read the
questions and put in serious effort at answering them. Invigilators would also go around the
exam hall to ensure that students were doing the test. It was also established that the test should
be tied to the capstone course and should make up 15% of the course grade. Norms were
established for factoring the ETS scores into exam grades.
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Second, students do not seem to be aware or do not attach much importance to the implications
of their performance in these examinations. Third, the School of Business was able to identify
the areas of weak student performances in the various areas in the courses offered by this
department.
As for the outbound examination, in accounting, balance sheet analysis (61.29% missed, 38.71%
correct) and financial statement analysis (68.97% missed, 31.07% correct) were areas where
students have performed poorly. In business finance, stocks and bonds (74.07% missed, 25.93%
correct) and tax rates, taxes and tax codes (70.37% missed, 29.63% correct) are areas where
students have performed poorly. In economics, consumer spending and consumer price index
(77.78% missed, 22.22% correct), inflation and recession (65.91%, missed, 34.09% correct), and
microeconomic trends and analysis (63.55% missed, 36.45% correct) are areas where students
have performed poorly. In legal environment of business, liability (60% missed, 40% correct) is
an area students have performed poorly.
In quantitative research techniques and statistics, outbound, descriptive statistics (77.59%
missed, 22.41% correct), population sampling (72.73% missed, 27.27% correct), probability
(79.71% missed, 20.29% correct), significance levels (73.91% missed, 26.09% correct), and type
one and type two errors (90.91%).

Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
(1) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will encourage its faculty
members to continue to improve the delivery of service to students an important
component of its mission. When students are satisfied with a program, is reflected in
student experience in the program and their success in the corporate world, etc. this will
attract more students. This is especially important in a competitive environment where
students have options to go and study elsewhere.
(2) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will evaluate factors that
affect faculty satisfaction, and where possible make this part of the input in a school wide
evaluation of its faculty satisfaction.
(3) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will encourage faculty
members to address the areas where students have performed poorly. The department will
seek to obtain sample questions from Peregrine Academic Services so that individual
faculty members can incorporate such questions into student evaluations in for example
tests and assignments.
(4) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will emphasize to the students
the importance of these examinations, and for the students to put more effort to do well in
these examinations. The department will evaluate the effectiveness of the incentive
provided to students through the capstone course.
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Evaluation Method:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:
Evaluation Method:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

Performance in Capstone Course: Business Policy
At least 90% of the students graduating in the accounting option
pass the capstone course with a grade of C or better.
Fall: 2011 – Summer 2012 Graduates
10 accounting option graduates
All the students passed the capstone course with a grade of C
or better.
None
Student Internship Evaluation
At least 80% of the Accounting Students will successfully
complete internship requirement.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 Graduates
0 accounting graduates
100% of the interns successfully completed the requirement.
None

Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

ACT Alumni Survey
Needs to be developed

Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:

Supervisors’ Final Evaluation
At least 80% of the interns will receive ratings of “good” or
“excellent” from internship supervisors on at least six (6) of the
nine (9) performance areas listed on the evaluation form.
Fall 2011 – Summer 2012 graduates
0 accounting graduates
Benchmark condition was met
None

Group Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

None

Student Satisfaction Assessment:
Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:

Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:

Action Proposed:

Exit Form
At least 80% of recent Accounting graduates responding to the
Exit Form will express satisfaction with the preparation they
received from their academic program.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 graduates
0 accounting graduates
100% of the accounting graduates were satisfied with the
preparation they received in the School of Business
None
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Department: Business Administration- Economics and Financial Economics
Administering Assessment
III – 1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study
Department/
Degree
Program
B.B.A. Degree in
Economics

Number of
Individuals
Assessed

0
&
B.B.A Degree in
Financial
Economics

Assessment Measures

PAS Major Field Test

Assessment
Percentages
*At least 70% of the
seniors taking the
MFT will score in the
70th percentile or
higher on the PAS
Major Field Test.

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 programs outcomes
assessment?
Starting this 2011-2012 Academic year the School of Business uses the Peregrine Academic
Services to conduct its inbound and outbound testing. After scrutinizing the results on the
inbound and outbound tests provided by Peregrine Academic Services, I have identified the
factors that might have led to poor student performance and the areas where students have done
poorly, and will provide in this report measures to remedy this deficiency.
First, I start by making the following observation on the mean completion time statistic. The
mean completion time for the inbound examination was 49 minutes, and 61minutes for the outbond examination. This seems to contrast sharply with the following faculty decision. The
faculty decided that effective with the 2010 - 2011 Test, students would be monitored in the
exam under strict conditions: no student will be allowed to come in once the test has started; no
student will be allowed to leave the exam hall until they have spent at least 90 minutes on the
exam. The reasoning is that students often do not take the exam seriously and therefore did not
read the questions and put in serious effort at answering them. Invigilators would also go around
the exam hall to ensure that students were doing the test. It was also established that the test
should be tied to the capstone course and should make up 15% of the course grade. Norms were
established for factoring the ETS scores into exam grades.
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Second, students do not seem to be aware or do not attach much importance to the implications
of their performance in these examinations. Third, I know identify the areas of weak student
performances in the various areas in the courses offered by this department. I shall focus on the
outbound examination.
In accounting, balance sheet analysis (61.29% missed, 38.71% correct) and financial statement
analysis (68.97% missed, 31.07% correct) were areas where students have performed poorly.
In business finance, stocks and bonds (74.07% missed, 25.93% correct) and tax rates, taxes and
tax codes (70.37% missed, 29.63% correct) are areas where students have performed poorly.
In economics, consumer spending and consumer price index (77.78% missed, 22.22% correct),
inflation and recession (65.91%, missed, 34.09% correct), and microeconomic trends and
analysis (63.55% missed, 36.45% correct) are areas where students have performed poorly.
In legal environment of business, liability (60% missed, 40% correct) is an area students have
performed poorly.
In quantitative research techniques and statistics, outbound, descriptive statistics (77.59%
missed, 22.41% correct), population sampling (72.73% missed, 27.27% correct), probability
(79.71% missed, 20.29% correct), significance levels (73.91% missed, 26.09% correct), and type
one and type two errors (90.91%).
Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
(1) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will encourage its faculty
members to continue to improve the delivery of service to students an important
component of its mission. When students are satisfied with a program, is reflected in
student experience in the program and their success in the corporate world, etc. this will
attract more students. This is especially important in a competitive environment where
students have options to go and study elsewhere.
(2) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will evaluate factors that
affect faculty satisfaction, and where possible make this part of the input in a school wide
evaluation of its faculty satisfaction.

(3) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will encourage faculty
members to address the areas where students have performed poorly. The department will
seek to obtain sample questions from Peregrine Academic Services so that individual
faculty members can incorporate such questions into student evaluations in for example
tests and assignments.
(4) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will emphasize to the students
the importance of these examinations, and for the students to put more effort to do well in
these examinations. The department will evaluate the effectiveness of the incentive
provided to students through the capstone course.
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Evaluation Method:
Performance Standard:

Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:
Evaluation Method:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

Performance in Capstone Course: Business Policy
At least 90% of the students graduating in the economics, or
financial economics option will pass with a grade of C or better in
the Business Policy course.
Fall: 2011 – Summer 2012 Graduates
0
None
Student Internship Evaluation
At least 80% of the economics or financial economics Students
will successfully complete internship requirement.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 Graduates
0
None

Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

ACT Alumni Survey
Needs to be developed

Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:

Supervisors’ Final Evaluation
At least 80% of the interns will receive ratings of “good” or
“excellent” from internship supervisors on at least six (6) of the
nine (9) performance areas listed on the evaluation form.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 graduates
0

Group Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

None

None

Student Satisfaction Assessment:
Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:

Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

Exit Form
At least 80% of recent economics or financial economics graduates
responding to the Exit Form will express satisfaction with the
preparation they received from their academic program.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 graduates

None
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Department: Business Administration- Finance
Administering Assessment
III – 1. List, in table format, assessment measures and numbers of individuals assessed for
each major field of study
Department/
Degree
Program

Number of
Individuals
Assessed

Assessment Measures

Assessment
Percentages
* The PAS Major Field

2
B.B.A. Degree in
Finance

PAS Major Field Test

Test does not exist for
Finance discipline. All
School of Business
seniors take the PAS
Business II Test.
Overall, 0% of all
students who sat the
test were successful at
or above the 70th
percentile.

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-2012 programs outcomes
assessment?
Starting this 2011-2012 Academic year the School of Business uses the Peregrine Academic
Services to conduct its inbound and outbound testing. After scrutinizing the results on the
inbound and outbound tests provided by Peregrine Academic Services, I have identified the
factors that might have led to poor student performance and the areas where students have done
poorly, and will provide in this report measures to remedy this deficiency.
First, I start by making the following observation on the mean completion time statistic. The
mean completion time for the inbound examination was 49 minutes, and 61minutes for the outbond examination. This seems to contrast sharply with the following faculty decision. The
faculty decided that effective with the 2010 - 2011 Test, students would be monitored in the
exam under strict conditions: no student will be allowed to come in once the test has started; no
student will be allowed to leave the exam hall until they have spent at least 90 minutes on the
exam. The reasoning is that students often do not take the exam seriously and therefore did not
read the questions and put in serious effort at answering them. Invigilators would also go around
the exam hall to ensure that students were doing the test. It was also established that the test
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should be tied to the capstone course and should make up 15% of the course grade. Norms were
established for factoring the ETS scores into exam grades.
Second, students do not seem to be aware or do not attach much importance to the implications
of their performance in these examinations. Third, I know identify the areas of weak student
performances in the various areas in the courses offered by this department. I shall focus on the
outbound examination.
In accounting, balance sheet analysis (61.29% missed, 38.71% correct) and financial statement
analysis (68.97% missed, 31.07% correct) were areas where students have performed poorly.
In business finance, stocks and bonds (74.07% missed, 25.93% correct) and tax rates, taxes and
tax codes (70.37% missed, 29.63% correct) are areas where students have performed poorly.
In economics, consumer spending and consumer price index (77.78% missed, 22.22% correct),
inflation and recession (65.91%, missed, 34.09% correct), and microeconomic trends and
analysis (63.55% missed, 36.45% correct) are areas where students have performed poorly.
In legal environment of business, liability (60% missed, 40% correct) is an area students have
performed poorly.
In quantitative research techniques and statistics, outbound, descriptive statistics (77.59%
missed, 22.41% correct), population sampling (72.73% missed, 27.27% correct), probability
(79.71% missed, 20.29% correct), significance levels (73.91% missed, 26.09% correct), and type
one and type two errors (90.91%).
Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
(1) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will encourage its faculty
members to continue to improve the delivery of service to students an important
component of its mission. When students are satisfied with a program, is reflected in
student experience in the program and their success in the corporate world, etc. this will
attract more students. This is especially important in a competitive environment where
students have options to go and study elsewhere.
(2) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will evaluate factors that
affect faculty satisfaction, and where possible make this part of the input in a school wide
evaluation of its faculty satisfaction.

(3) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will encourage faculty
members to address the areas where students have performed poorly. The department will
seek to obtain sample questions from Peregrine Academic Services so that individual
faculty members can incorporate such questions into student evaluations in for example
tests and assignments.
(4) The Department of Accountancy and Financial Economics will emphasize to the students
the importance of these examinations, and for the students to put more effort to do well in
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these examinations. The department will evaluate the effectiveness of the incentive
provided to students through the capstone course.
Evaluation Method:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:
Evaluation Method:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

Performance in Capstone Course: Business Policy
At least 90% of the students graduating in Finance option will pass
the Business Policy course.
Fall: 2011 – Summer 2012 Graduates
2
All the students passed the capstone course with a grade of C or
better.
None
Student Internship Evaluation
At least 80% of the Finance Students will successfully complete
internship requirement.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 Graduates
0
100% of the interns successfully completed the requirement.
None

Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:
Population Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

ACT Alumni Survey
Needs to be developed

Method of Evaluation:
Performance Standard:

Supervisors’ Final Evaluation
At least 80% of the finance interns will receive ratings of “good” to
“excellent” from internship supervisors on at least six (6) of the nine
(9) performance areas listed on the evaluation form.
Fall 2011 - Summer 2012 graduates
2
Benchmark condition was met
None

Group Assessed:
Number Assessed:
Results:
Action Proposed:

None

Student Satisfaction Assessment:
Method of Evaluation:
Exit Form
Performance Standard:
At least 80% of recent Finance graduates responding to the Exit Form
will express satisfaction with the preparation they received from their
academic program.
Population Assessed:
Fall 2011 - 2012 Summer graduates
Number Assessed:
0
Results:
100% of the finance graduates were satisfied with the preparation
they received in the School of Business
Action Proposed:
None
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SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FINDINGS
School of Nursing and Health Professions









During the 2011-2012 academic year, the Kaplan Integrated Testing Program and
National Council Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN) review
were used as the assessment tools. Students were required to score at the designated
levels in order to successfully complete required senior level courses.
Most students scored above the designated level on the exams.
NCLEX-RN results are available for thirty-four 2011-2012 graduates. One hundred
percent of the graduates were successful on their first licensure examination attempts.
The Kaplan Integrated Testing Program has provided faculty the necessary data related to
student academic achievement (formative) and NCLEX-RN readiness (summative).
Continuous quality improvements are implemented to strengthen the program through a
variety of activities including joint projects conducted by junior and senior nursing and
health profession students.
Forty-eight percent of the graduating class in health administration was admitted to
graduate schools and others are employed in related areas of study.
Institutional decision must be made with regard to the direction of the health
administration program
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SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Department: Nursing
Administering Assessment
III-1. List, in table format, assessment measures and number of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Assessment Measures
Kaplan Exit Exam
NCLEX-RN

# of Students Assessed
34
34

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2010-11 programs outcomes
assessment?
During the 2011-12 academic year the Kaplan Integrated Testing Program was used as the
assessment tool for measuring student retention of specific content. Students in the final
semester of the senior year were given the Kaplan Exit Exam as predictors for NCLEX-RN
(National Council Licensure Examination for Registered Nurses) success.
Students were required to score at a designated level on the exam in order to successfully
complete the required senior level courses. Faculty used the examination performance data to
assist students as they prepared for the subsequent NCLEX-RN. Students who scored below the
designated level were guided in developing more specific and rigorous remedial plans to
facilitate their success. Increased support was provided including content areas testing, academic
coaching, test-taking workshops, detailed performance feedback, comprehensive explanations
for answers, CAI programs and critical thinking skill development. Remediation also included a
special enrichment program for students who did not reach the specified level on the exit exam.
All graduating students scored at the designated level on the exit exam, either before or after
remediation. The most significant program measure is performance on the licensure examination.
NCLEX-RN results are available for all thirty-four of the 2011-2012 graduates. One-hundred
percent (100%) of the graduates taking the NCLEX-RN were successful on their first attempt.
Continuous quality improvements are implemented to strengthen the nursing program through
course work, technology integration, skills lab, service learning, internship experiences and
community projects. Active use of the human patient simulation lab, integrated throughout the
curriculum, is designed to give students hands-on clinical experience prior to and during their
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clinical rotations. The high-tech mannequins simulate symptoms, diseases, and conditions that
students are likely to see in real life situations.
Students are guided in the use of Evolve Elsevier Learning System resources to prepare for class,
clinical or lab and to prepare for exams. Additional electronic resources are available for
remediation, critical thinking, instructional enhancement, and NCLEX-RN preparation. These
resources have allowed us to focus more on empowering the students to succeed by providing
the best materials available.
Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
Maintaining an appropriate balance between concerns about program completion/student
retention rates and graduate success on the licensure examination is an ongoing challenge.
Effective measures have been implemented to address program concerns and overall graduate
performance on the licensure examination. These measures will be kept in place and enhanced as
needed. The Program for Academic Success in Nursing (PASN), academic integrity emphasis,
and faculty development efforts will also be maintained and enhanced.
Two instructional changes have been proposed which faculty believes will increase student
program completion while maintaining high licensure examination pass rates. These changes
include:
1. Revision of the nursing curriculum to better prepare students for senior level courses –
Changes include adding Health Assessment II (3 hours) and Advanced Adult Health (5),
reducing Adult Health and Leadership from six hours to five hours, and retaining case
management and complex care as elective courses. This curriculum revision provides
for strengthening and redistributing courses content without increasing program credit
hours.
2. Providing a continuous enrollment option for a cohort of students to begin the nursing
program in spring 2013 – Since the continuous enrollment option will include scheduling
required courses during the summer, students will have less time to forget previously
learned (covered) material and, faculty believe, will be more likely to complete the
nursing program. The protracted summer break seems to have contributed to student
difficulty in the third semester of the program. An additional benefit of this option is that
students will be able to complete the program one semester early.
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Department: Health Administration
Administering Assessment
III - 1. List, in table format, assessment measures and number of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Assessment Measures
Senior Portfolio
Exit Comprehensive Exam

# of Students
Assessed
15
15

Analysis of Findings
III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-12 programs outcomes
assessment?
All of the fifteen graduates successfully completed the portfolio component of the major area
assessment. Their portfolio reflects appropriate skill and competence levels.
Fifteen of the
graduates completed the exit examination for health professions based on the American College
of Healthcare Executives model at the required level. Eighty three percent passed with A and B
average, and the rest with a C and below grade. Of the twelve graduates, three students
completed their requirements in fall 2012.
The health professions core curriculum, computer related courses, and an intensive internship
have increased opportunities for employment and enhanced the skills necessary for graduate and
professional school admission. Consultation with various professionals provided
recommendations that the Health Administration program put more emphasis on Health Care
Finance, Managed Care, and Legal Concepts courses.
Instructional Changes
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
During the 2011-2012 school year, the Health Administration Departmental Examination was
administered to 15 students. The exam is based on the American College of Health Care Model.
Eighty-three percent (83%) of the graduates successfully passed the examination. Eighty-six
percent (86%) met all standards required for both components of the major areas of assessment.
Students who were not successful will be remediated.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-12

Education and Behavioral Sciences Programs
Administering Assessment
III-1. List, in table format, assessment measures and number of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Degree Program Assessed
A. Department
1. Elementary and Special
Education

2. Teacher Education
Programs (Secondary
Education )
A.
B.
C.
D.

Biology Education
Chemistry Education
English Education
Family & Consumer
Sciences
E. Physical Education
F. Mathematics
Education
G. Music Education

2011 – 2012 Academic Year
Program Outcome Assessment Measures
Assessment
Number of Candidate/Student Assessed
B. Measures
From August 2011 to July 2012
1. Certification Examination
For Oklahoma Educators
(CEOC)
A. OGET
B. OSAT
C. OPTE

10
10
7

2. Portfolio

8

3. Admission to Teacher
Education

6

4. Admission to Clinical
Teaching

8

5. Program Completers

8
From August 2011 to July 20112

1. Certification Examination
for Oklahoma Educators
(CEOC)
A. OGET
B. OSAT
C. OPTE

5
6
4

2. Portfolio

4

3. Admission to Teacher
Education

2

4. Admission to Clinical
Teaching

2

5. Program Completers

4
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Analysis of Findings
III-2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-12 programs outcomes
assessment?
Certification Examination for Oklahoma Educators (CEOE)
The CEOE Program consists of sixty-eight tests. Nineteen tests are general education test. Thirty-nine
tests are subject area tests, and ten are professional teaching examinations.
While the content covered by each test is different, the structure is essentially the same. The content of
each testing field is organized in several sub areas. The sub areas define the major content area of the test.
They include several test objectives that provide specific information about the body of knowledge
prospective teachers are expected to have prior to beginning to teach in their special areas of
concentration. The tests include between 80 to 120 test questions that are designed to measure the test
objectives.
Tests are an indispensable tool in the measurement toolbox. Good tests can provide consistent,
comparable, and useful information about our candidates’ and students’ achievement not easily obtained
through other means. We also realize that tests are not perfect. Several factors unrelated to learning can
cause test scores to fluctuate at the individual or aggregate levels. Consequently, we conclude that tests
scores do not always mean what people and educators think they mean.
Each examinee’s performance on a test is evaluated against an established level of competence
represented by a minimum – 240/300 passing score. The scale score is computed by determining the
number of scoreable questions answered correctly and converting that number to a total test score in the
240 or above range. To pass the test, an examinee must attain a total test score of 240 or higher. Scores
below 240 are failing.
Oklahoma General Education Test
The Oklahoma General Education Test is designed to assess examinee’s knowledge and skills in the areas
most traditionally considered basic arts and sciences. In general, materials on this examination cover the
core curriculum areas of reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies, as well as having
a written component (OCTP).
Oklahoma Professional Teaching Examination
The Oklahoma Professional Teaching Examination is designed to measure examinees’ skills and
knowledge with respect to topics typically associated with professional teacher education. Broad topic
areas include learners and the learning environment, instructional and assessment, and the environment.
Four versions of the Oklahoma Professional Teaching Examination are available, each of which matches
a particular level or classification of certification.
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During the 2011-12 testing period, seven (7) elementary education majors were tested; seven (7) took the
Elementary Education – Subtest 1 and seven (7) took the Elementary Education Subtest 2, and the “pass
rate” was not reported because “number tested” was less than 10. Similarly, the aggregated Oklahoma
Subject Area Test (OSAT) pass rate was not reported for one (1) Mild-Moderate, one (1) English
Education, one (1) Physical Education, and two (2) Music Education candidates took three test. Fourteen
(14) candidates took 19 Oklahoma General Education Tests (OGET) and 7 passed to earn a pass rate of
36.8%. Additionally, Nine (9) candidates were tested on the Oklahoma Professional Teaching Exam; six
(6) took the OPTE PK-8 and four (4) took the OPTE 6-12. The “pass rate” was not reported because the
“number tested” was less than 10. Overall, thirty-one (31) Langston University teacher education
candidates attempted sixty-eight (68) certification tests and earned a pass rate of 39.7% for the 2011-12
Program Year.
Portfolio Assessment
Integrating portfolio assessment and instruction requires planning goals and objectives, content,
organization, and a host of other decisions. It addresses those decisions in a comprehensive manner, and
also highlights the many ways that portfolio assessment can be linked to previously existing curricula,
lessons, and activities. Candidates and teacher annotation worksheets for the artifacts are also included;
these connect the task, artifact, and curriculum into a coherent assessment portfolio.
The candidates are required to maintain a program portfolio from the time they are admitted into the
Teacher Education Program. The purposes of the portfolio assessment are to: examine growth over-time;
develop a sense of process and assist candidates determine and set goals; and provide real-life learning
opportunities.
The School of Education and Behavioral Sciences Assessment Committee along with the Teacher
Education Committee reviewed and assessed candidates’ portfolios during the 2011-12 Program Year.
Twelve (12) portfolios were evaluated. The results (refer TABLE 2A) show that our candidates’
portfolios were in compliance in all stages (entry, mid level, and exit level) and were also in compliance
with the standards set by the Oklahoma Commission for Teacher Preparation (OCTP).

TABLE 2A: Portfolio Assessment Using Rubrics
Component
Presentation Competencies
Portfolio Components
OCTP Competencies
TE General Competencies
TE Knowledge Bases
Candidates' Dispositions

Average
2.864
2.752
2.456
2.724
2.537
2.873

TABLE 2A above indicated the assessment of candidates’ portfolio for the 2011-12
Program Year. Candidates performed higher in five (5) of the six sub-scores: Presentation
competencies, Portfolio components, OCTP competencies, TE knowledge bases, and
Candidates’ dispositions. The candidates obtained a slight decrease in their TE general
competencies score.
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Instructional Changes
III-2. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to program
outcomes assessment?
Nineteen (19) candidates took the Oklahoma General Education Test (OGET) and earned a pass rate of
36.8%. This alarming low pass rate continues to be of grave concern to the School of Education. Closer
analyses of the sub-scores for the OGET also indicate that our candidates continue to perform very poorly
on their writing component of the test. All faculty members have included specific writing assignments
in all courses to address this concern. Professional development sessions are being planned to train the
faculty in the area of electronic feedback. This should enhance the candidates writing skills.
The sequence of courses was rearranged to ensure that candidates are exposed to test content and syllabi
have been revised to include an instructional calendar to provide a timeline for covering course content.
This adjustment will be implemented beginning with students admitted to the Teacher Education Program
during and after the fall, 2012 semester. Candidates will be assigned to the campus-wide writing
laboratory to seek further assistance to help improve their writing skills. Candidates will also be required
to enroll in test-taking skills courses before they are allowed to take the OGET, OSAT, or OPTE in the
future. Additionally, all of the ten (10) professional courses offered to our majors were further aligned
with the core objectives of the state testing program.
Lastly, cohort groups were formed for incoming teacher education majors beginning the fall, 2012
semester and study groups for each subject area will be conducted to improve our success rate on all
licensure tests. Each candidate was also assigned a faculty mentor to assist with issues encountered by
college students.

PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT 2011-2012
Program: Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Introduction
During the spring of 2012, thirty (30) majors were assessed with an updated assessment instrument. The
updated instrument consisted of 120 test items and covered 12 selected courses offered in the department.
The assessed population consisted of twenty-four (24) males and six (6) females. Each instructor of the
selected courses provided ten (10) questions to be included in the final assessment instrument. The
instrument, by design, will provide feedback relative to the level of content knowledge mastery for each
selected course. Table 1 below represents the results of the assessment.
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Table 1 – Exit Level Assessment Results, 2012
Course Title
Total # correct
1.) Adapted Physical Education
187
2.) Applied Anatomy
104
3.) Care & Prevention of Athletic Injury
163
4.) Exercise Physiology
182
5.) First Aid and Safety
189
6.) Folk Dancing
178
7.) Kinesiology
145
8.) Leisure and Lifetime Recreation
171
9.) Organ & Admin of Physical Education
159
10.) Physical Education for Secondary Schools
156
11.) Sports Fundamentals
194
12.) Test & Measurements in Physical Education
198

Rank
4th
12th
8th
5th
3rd
6th
11th
7th
9th
10th
2nd
1st

Questions #
101-110
61-70
1-10
11-20
21-30
81-90
71-80
91-100
51-60
31-40
111-120
41-50

Interpretation
Table 1 represents the Exit Level Assessment aggregated data for the majors who participated in the
assessment. The selected courses are listed under course title. The table also contains the total number of
correct responses for each selected course, the rank order for each course, and the corresponding number
for each related question.
Table 1 indicates the Langston University Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Majors’ scores
range from a high of 198 correct answers for Test and Measurements in Physical Education questions to a
low of 104 correct answers questions for questions related to Applied Anatomy. Scores above 180 are
noted for Sports Fundamentals (194), First Aid and Safety (189), Adapted Physical Education (187), and
Exercise Physiology (182). The average scores for each required course are 168.83 for the 2012 Exit
Assessment. Comparatively speaking, the 2011 course average was 79.40, which represents an increase of
89.43 or 53% correct answers.
Future Plans
Based on the scores on the new instrument, the following modifications will be made and implemented to
increase the achievement level of majors on the spring, 2013 Exit Level Assessments:
1. Course content from which assessment items are selected will be aligned with NASPE
Standards and Elements and State Standards. A Curriculum Map (CM) that outlines
each Standard/Element as embedded in the sequence of required courses will be
developed to ensure content coverage. The CU will also indicate when each
Standard/Element is introduced, developed, reviewed, and assessed as indicated in each
related course syllabi.
2. Mid-term and Final Exams will be comprehensive (cover all instructional objectives
covered) and include multiple assessment techniques, including constructed response
questions.
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3. A research paper which covers the selected course content will also be required for each
required major course.
4. Candidates will be required to join LUAHPERD and OAHPERD professional
organizations and expected to attend the State Annual Conference.
Additionally, selected assessment courses and items will be revised to align with the National
Association for Sports and Physical Education (NASPE) Standards. Lastly, each assessment item will be
analyzed and modified to increase the objectivity, reliability, and validity of each assessments question.
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT 2011-2012
Program: Psychology
Introduction

III-1. List, in table format, assessment measures and number of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.

Assessment Measures
ETS Exit Major Field Test

Number of Students Assessed
33

III.2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-12 program outcomes
assessment?
For the 2011-12 academic year a total of 33 seniors were assessed. The instrument used was the
ETS Exit Major Field in Psychology. There were 23 students from the main campus, six from
Tulsa, and four from the Oklahoma City camps. The test assessed six sub-categories of
undergraduate
academic
performance.
These
were
Memory
and
Cognition;
Perception/Sensation/Physiology; Developmental; Clinical and Abnormal; Social; Measurement
and Methodology.
Overall 75% of the candidates earned a score of 70% or higher, while the rest scored below the
designated level on the test.
III.3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the program due to the
program outcomes assessment?
Instructional delivery should incorporate strategies that will enhance students’ ability to engage
in critical thinking. There is also a pressing need to help students improve upon their writing and
test-taking skills.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND BEHAVORIAL SCIENCES
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011-2012
Rehabilitation Counseling
III-1.

List, in table format, assessment measures and number of individuals assessed for
each major field of study.
Assessment Measures

# of Students Assessed

Comprehensive Exam

69

III – 2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011-12 programs outcomes
assessment?
Sixty-nine (69) students passed the comprehensive examinations on their first attempt.
Ten (10) students failed the examination on the first attempt and were allowed to take
the examination for a second time with remediation. Of these ten (10) students, eight
(8) were successful in passing the examination on their second attempt. Two (2)
students were not successful in passing the comprehensive examination.
III – 3. What instructional changes occurred or are planned in the programs due to
programs outcomes assessment?
We have begun offering the comprehensive examination course as a hybrid. That is, the
course is taught via the web as well as in person by the instructor of record. In addition,
we have made every effort to ensure that the teacher of record for this course is
consistent across our Oklahoma City and Tulsa Campuses. The web-based course
offerings have helped to facilitate an acceptable level of consistency in this regard.

SECTION IV: STUDENT SATISFACTION ASSESSMENT
A survey of student satisfaction was conducted in the Spring of 2011. Instructors
handed out surveys to students before class and asked that students complete the survey
and return for analysis. Students were asked to respond with either “excellent” (code 5),
“good” (code 4), “average” (code 3), “below average” (code 2), or “poor/low” (code 1)
to six questions. Students were also asked to comment on each question in order to
capture qualitative data regarding their levels of satisfaction.
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IV - 1.

What were the analyses and the findings from the 2010 – 2011 student satisfaction
survey?

Quantitative
Thirty five (35) students participated in the evaluation. Descriptive analysis revealed that
students perceived all areas to be “average” or “good”. Students rated program resources (mean
= 3.75), rated as average. Adequacy of Academic advisement (mean = 4.06), faculty availability
(mean = 4.18), quality of teaching (mean = 4.16), course relevance (mean = 4.47), and overall
programs satisfaction (mean = 4.10) as good. No areas were perceived overall as “below
average” or ‘poor/low”.
The rating for program resources increased from a mean of 3.47 last year to a mean of 3.75 for
this report. While continuous progress has been made in this area, it still ranks as the lowest
evaluation factor among the six.
Qualitative
Overall students rated program resources as good, (mean = 3.75), but this area remains to score
the lowest among all other evaluated areas. Student respondent # 2 stated, “There aren’t student
resources”. Contrastingly, student respondent #6 stated, “Professors are the best resources.”
Although, Academic advisement was rated as good, (mean = 4.06), it scored the lowest among
the remainder for the evaluation areas with means with an average rating of good. Student
respondent #21 stated, “Faculty members were always available via face-to-face, email, or by
phone.” Student respondent #1 added, “Although I did not need to meet with my professors
outside of class time often; the times I did, availability was not a problem.”
DISCUSSION
IV – 3. What changes occurred or/are planned due to student satisfaction assessment?
Information gathered from these surveys reveals that there is a need for additional
program resources. In addition, even though the program scored a mean average of
“good” on five or six evaluation areas, we recognize there is always room for
improvement. Based on these results, the following actions are recommended:
1. Continue to gather and collect rehabilitation related materials for Langston University
Oklahoma City campus library.
2. The Department will indicate in student’s acceptance package their faculty advisor’s
name, office number and office contact phone number.
3. The Department will develop an updated register of ancillary resources that may be
accessible as students matriculate through the program and post graduation.
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SECTION V: GRADUATE PROGRAMS
PROGRAM OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
2011 - 2012
Graduate Program
Administration of Assessment
V-1. Describe how many and which students were assessed, the measures used, and how
they were selected?
The responsibility for the ongoing management of collecting, summarizing, analyzing, and
communicating of data resides in the Office of the Director. Integral to the Offices’ work are the
activities associated with the programs’ three-transitional points that represent multiple forms of
assessments. The data collected are organized in reports for assessment at the following
transitional points:
Entry Level
Prospective graduate students are required to meet certain admission requirements.
requirements are predictive of success in the graduate programs. They include:

The

a. official transcript for a bachelor’s degree at an accredited college university;
b. maintained a minimum undergraduate cumulative grade point average (GPA) of 2.50
on a scale in which 4.0 equals and “A” or a minimum GPA of 3.00 in the candidate’s
major;
c. recommendation of candidate by professors or professionals based traits and
performance verifying readiness for the rigor of graduate studies;
d. submitted the aptitude section of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE); and
e. obtained a minimum score of 80 on the Langston University Writing Skills Tests.
Mid-Level
A qualifying examination after twelve (12) hours of graduate work is required of all candidates
in the Master of Education program. This is done for the purpose of assess skills that will later
be addressed in the written comprehensive exam.
The qualifying exam is a written examination covering all course work completed by the
candidates. It is prepared and evaluated by the graduate faculty and scored on the basis of a
three-point scale (3.2.1). A component score of 2.00 is required for satisfactory performance.
Final Level
Portfolio Development
Master’s candidates must submit a professional portfolio that demonstrates their growth over
time and purpose; create the means for student self-evaluation, and help students and teachers
determine and set individual goals.
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Comprehensive Written Examination
A written comprehensive examination is required of all candidates for the Master’s degree. The
six-hour examination consists of questions within the candidates’ area of concentration and the
core requirements. Candidates are expected to demonstrate knowledge and skills appropriate at
the Master’s level integrating facts, concepts from diverse sources in systematic, well-reasoned,
well-written narrative.
The comprehensive examination for the Master of Education candidates is scored on the basis of
a three-point scale (3 2, 1) and a 2.00 average is required for satisfactory performance.
At the completion of all requirements for graduation a Self-Assessment survey is administered to
the candidates. This questionnaire consists of statements about the satisfaction of the program,
as reflected in judgments about the amount that has been learned, preparation for intended career,
willingness to recommend the program to friends, methodology of teaching, and opportunities
and resources afforded to the candidates. Candidates were asked to respond to questions by
marking with either “agree strongly” (code 4), “agree with reservation” (code 3), “disagree with
reservation (code 2) or “disagree strongly (code 1).
Analysis and Findings
V-2. What were the analyses and findings from the 2011 - 12 graduate student
assessment?
The following tables represent the findings of the assessment measures
Entry Level
Assessment
Measured
GPA
GRE: Verbal
GRE:
Quantitative
GRE Analytical
Writing
GRE:
Combined
Verbal and
Quantitative
Writing Skills
Test

Number
Assessed

Mean
Score

Median Score

Range

41

2.87

3.05

2.50 – 3.72

41

144

147

139 - 155

41

143

149

139-161

41

3.7

3.5

2-4

41

287

296

278 - 316

41

83

87

80-95
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Recommendation of Applicants by professors or professionals
Poor
Average
Good
Outstanding
Academic
Performance/Potential
Personal Appearance
Motivation/Career Goals
Leadership Skills
Interpersonal Skills
Verbal Skills
Writing Skills
Quantitative Skills
Occupational
Background/Related
Experiences

5 (12%)

27 (66%)

9 (22%)

3 (7%)
3(7%)
9 (23%)
11 (28%)
10 (24%)
18 (37%)
11 (28%)

35 (86%)
31 (76%)
19 (46%)
15 (36%)
27 (66%)
22 (53%)
20 (48%)

3 (7%)
7 (17%)
9 (22%)
15 (36%)
4 (10%)
4 (10%)

10 (24%)

12 (29%)

9 (23%)

Unable to
Rate

4 (10%)

10 (24%)
10 (24%)

N=41
Mid-Level Qualifying Examination
Assessment Measured
Number
Mean
Successful
Scores
Qualifying Examination
33
2.21
Number Failed
0
N=33
Final Level
Assessment Measured
Comprehensive
Written Exam

Portfolio

Number
Successful
20
Not
Successful
2
Number
Successful
20

Mean Score

Median Scores

Range
2.00 – 2.70
0

2.30

2.30

Median
Score
2.40

Range
2.00-2.80

1.25

1.25

1.00-1.50

All M.Ed.
.Candidates’
Successfully
Completed
Portfolio
N=22 – Comprehensive Written Exam
N= 20 - Portfolio
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STUDENT QUESTIONAIRE
Code 1
Faculty members were genuinely interested in
the welfare and professional development of
3 (15%)
master’s students
Master’s students worked hard to meet the
demands of the program
I would advise a friend with similar interests to
3 (15%)
study in the program
The program is an intellectually stimulating
place in which to study
Faculty members prepare carefully for their
2 (10%)
master’s level course
There is a good communication between
faculty and master’s students regarding
2 (10%)
students’ needs, concerns, and suggestions
Faculty exhibits scholarly and professional
1 (5%)
competency
Evaluation procedures used in graduate
2 (10%)
courses (e.g., grades, papers) are effective
Teaching methods used in graduate courses
(e.g., seminars, audio visuals aids) are
stimulating
Accessibility of faculty members to master’s
1 (5%)
students in the program is good
Evaluation of master’s students progress
1 (5%)
toward the degree is regular and ongoing
Evaluation of the professional competency of
1 (5%)
masters students is regular and ongoing
The University is committed to the program
1 (5%)
Overall financial resources in support of the
3 (15%)
master’s program is adequate
Financial assistance grants, loans,
assistantships, etc., for students in the program
is available
I served on department or university-wide
20 (100%)
committees
The program prepares scholars and
researchers
The program is a good program for preparing
teachers
Preparing other practitioners
Preparing students for advanced study
Providing personal enrichment

Code 2

Code 3

Code 4

5 (25%)

12 (60%)

3 (15%)

17 (85%)
17 (85%)
20 (100%)

1 (5%)

17 (85%)
18 (90%)

1 (5%)

1 (5%)

17 (85%)

1 (5%)

17 (85%)

1 (5%)

1 (5%)

18 (90%)

1 (5%)

3 (15%)

15 (75%)

2 (10%)

17 (85%)

2 (10%)

17 (85%)

2 (10%)

17 (85%)

2 (10%)

15 (75%)

3 (15%)

17 (85%)

3 (15%)

17 (85%)
20 (100%)

2 (10%)
2 (10%)

16 (80%)
3 (15%)
3 (15%)

4 (20%)
15 (75%)
15 (75%)
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N=20
Code 1 – Disagree Strongly
Code 2 – Disagree with Reservation
Code 3 – Agree with Reservation
Code 4 – Agree Strongly
Master of Education candidates unanimously “agreed strongly” (100%) on the following:
 That the program is an intellectually stimulating place in which to study
 The program is a good program for preparing teachers
Eighteen candidates (90%) agreed strongly on the following:
 That there is a good communication between faculty and master’s candidates with
regards to candidates’ needs, concerns, and suggestions
 That teaching methods used in graduate courses are stimulating
Seventeen candidates (85%) strongly agreed on the following:
 That candidates worked hard to meet the demands of the program
 That faculty prepared carefully for their master’s level courses
 The faculty exhibits scholarly and professional competency
 That evaluation procedures used in graduate courses are effective
 That evaluation of master’s candidates progress toward the degree is regular and ongoing
 The evaluation of the professional competency of candidates irregular and ongoing
Seventeen of the candidates (85%) “agreed with reservation” that the university is committed to
the program, and that financial assistance grants, loans, graduate assistantships, etc., are available
All twenty (100%) of candidates “disagree strongly” that they served on department or
university-wide committees.
Other Assessment Plans
V-3 What changes occurred or is planned, due to graduate student assessment?
As a result of this assessment, the following changes have been implemented or are in the
process of being implemented:
 All graduate committees will have at least one candidate representative
 Establishment of 24/7 computer-lab for all graduate candidates
 Establishment of a fully staff writing lab to assist candidates
 Ongoing curricula revisions to strengthening the program
 Use of Desire-to-Learn (D2L) technology in all graduate courses
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SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Langston University
School of Physical Therapy
Doctor of Physical Therapy Program

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FINDINGS
School of Physical Therapy



During Academic Year 2011-2012, the Doctor of Physical Therapy program assessed its
Year I, Year II, and Year III candidates in summer 2011, fall 2011, and spring 2012 terms
against in course performance and objectives.
84.6% of the graduating students in the Class of 2012 passed the National Physical
Therapy Examination (NPTE) on first attempt by the September 2012.

V-1. Describe how many and which students were assessed, the measures used, and how
they were selected?


Year I

100% of students(14 student in the DPT program)



Year II

100% of students (13 students in the DPT program)



Year III

100% of students (14 students in the DPT program)
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Doctor of Physical Therapy Program Outcomes Assessment Measures:
Instrument

Year I

Year II

Year III

2012 Graduates

Midterm
grade
reports

Students must receive
a “B” or better for
each course. Students
with less than a “B”
meet with their
assigned faculty
advisor and course
instructor for
scheduled
supplemental
instruction.

Students must receive
a “B” or better for
each course. Students
with less than a “B”
meet with their
assigned faculty
advisor and course
instructor for
scheduled
supplemental
instruction.

Students must receive a
“B” or better for each
course. Students with less
than a “B” meet with their
assigned faculty advisor
and course instructor for
scheduled supplemental
instruction.

Exit interview
questions for the
graduating DPT
students were
directed at
appraising the
midterm grade
reporting system,
the assessment
results generated,
and interventions
provided to assist
students with less
than a “B” in a
course with
scheduled
supplemental
instruction.

Instrument

Year I

Year II

Year III

2012 Graduates

Final grade
reports

Students must receive
a minimum GPA of
3.0 each semester to
remain a student in
good standing.
Students with less
than a 3.0 but greater
than 2.6 are placed on
academic probation.
The student must
achieve a minimum
GPA of 3.0 in each
subsequent semester
for continued
enrollment in the
program.

Students must receive
a minimum GPA of
3.0 each semester to
remain a student in
good standing.
Students with less
than a 3.0 but greater
than 2.6 are placed on
academic probation.
The student must
achieve a minimum
GPA of 3.0 in each
subsequent semester
for continued
enrollment in the
program.

Students must receive a
minimum GPA of 3.0 each
semester to remain a
student in good standing.
Students with less than a
3.0 but greater than 2.6 are
placed on academic
probation. Students on
academic probation must
achieve a cumulative GPA
of 3.0 by the end of their
didactic coursework
requirement in the summer
semester of Year III.
Students unable to achieve
a cumulative GPA of 3.0
prior to the start of Clinical
Education II internship are
not permitted to participate
in the three final clinical
education internship and
three final clinical

Exit interview
questions for the
graduating DPT
students are
directed at
appraising the final
grade reporting
system, the
assessment results
generated, and
interventions
provided to assist
students with less
than a “B” in a
course
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education seminar courses.
Scheduled
advisement

Students are provided
with an advisor upon
entry into the DPT
program. The student
has scheduled
advisement session(s)
with their advisor
each semester, a
minimum of 1 time
and at other times as
needed. The
advisement session(s)
monitor the student
outcomes at the time
of midterm and final
grade reports.

Students are provided
with an advisor upon
entry into the DPT
program. The student
has scheduled
advisement session(s)
with their advisor
each semester, a
minimum of 1 time
and at other times as
needed. The
advisement session(s)
monitor the student
outcomes at the time
of midterm and final
grade reports.

In addition to the faculty
advisor’s scheduled
advisement sessions, when
students are in full-time
clinical rotations they
communicate with the
director of clinical
education (DCE) a
minimum of 1 time at the
midpoint of each clinical
internship and at other
times as needed. The DCE
monitors the progress of
the student in the clinical
internship. Faculty support
the DCE in working with
students who require
remediation.

Exit interview
requires the
student to discuss
the advisement
process.

Instrument

Year I

Year II

Year III

2012 Graduates

Generic
abilities

DPT students must
self assess their
progress in their
“generic” abilities
while in the DPT
program. The selfassessment includes
student assessment
of: professionalism,
communication,
effective use of time
and resources;
constructive
feedback, etc. The
faculty advisor also
assesses the student.

DPT students must
self assess their
progress in their
“generic” abilities
while in the DPT
program. The selfassessment includes
student assessment
of: professionalism,
communication,
effective use of time
and resources;
constructive
feedback, etc. The
faculty advisor also
assesses the student.

DPT students must self
assess their progress in
their “generic” abilities
while in the DPT program;
and students must be at
entry-level in all the
generic abilities to
participate in clinical
education courses in Year
III of the DPT program.

The exit interview
requires the
student to
complete the final
generic abilities,
resume, and
professional
development plan,
and assess their
progress on the
APTA core values
document.

Clinical
education
course
assessments

Students are assessed
in their clinical
integration courses by
their clinical
instructor and by the
course instructor
affiliated with the

Students are assessed
in the clinical
education courses by
their clinical
instructors and by the
Director of Clinical
Education (DCE) at

Students are assessed in the
clinical education courses
by their clinical instructors
and by the Director of
Clinical Education (DCE)
at the midpoint and final
session of each clinical
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clinical integration.
The assessment
occurs consistently
throughout the
clinical integration.

the midpoint and the
final session of the
clinical internship.
The Clinical
Performance
Instrument is used as
the valid assessment
tool. Students are
assessed by the DCE
and faculty during the
clinical education
seminar and by DCE
at the conclusion of
the seminar.

internship. The Clinical
Performance Instrument is
used as the valid
assessment tool. Students
are assessed by the DCE
and faculty during the
clinical education seminar
and by DCE at the
conclusion of each
seminar.

Instrument

Year I

Year II

Year III

Course and
Instructor
evaluations
at the end of
each course.

Students are required
to complete a course
and an instructor
evaluation for each
course and each
instructor at the end
of every semester and
end of each clinical
integration.

Students are required
to complete course
and instructor
evaluations for each
course and each
instructor at the end
of every semester,
end of every clinical
education internship,
and at the end of each
clinical integration.

Students are required to
complete course and
instructor evaluations for
each course and each
instructor at the end of
every semester and each
clinical education
internship.

Focus
groups

Students are required
to participate in a
focus group at the
end of every semester
and every clinical
education course. The
purpose of the focus
group is to evaluate
progress towards
meeting the expected
student outcomes.

Students are required
to participate at the
end of every semester
and every clinical
education course. The
purpose of the focus
group is to evaluate
progress towards
meeting the expected
student outcomes.

Students are required to
participate at the end of
every semester and every
clinical education course.
The purpose of the focus
group is to evaluate
progress towards meeting
the expected student
outcomes.

Students
participate in a
final focus group
at the time of
graduation to
discuss issues that
arose as part of the
individual exit
interview process.

Instrument

Year I

Year II

Year III

2012 Graduates

Professional
Portfolios

2012 Graduates

DPT program
graduating
students must
present a portfolio
to the faculty that
addresses the
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profession’s core
values, the school
of physical
therapy’s
philosophy,
mission, and
expected outcomes
for the graduates
of the DPT
program. Students
self assess and
provide artifacts
and supportive
statements of
whether they met
the objectives and
the level of
satisfaction they
had in the DPT
program to assist
them with meeting
the objectives.
Instrument
National
Physical
Therapy
Examination

Year I

Year II

Year III

2012 Graduates
The graduates of
the DPT program
are eligible to take
the National
Physical Therapy
Examination
(NPTE)
examination eight
weeks after
graduation. The
expectation is that
100% of the
graduates will take
the exam within
three months of
graduating from
the DPT program.
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Administration of Assessment:
V-2.

What were the analyses & findings from 2010-11 student satisfaction assessment?
100% of the year III DPT students (Class 2012) reported they were satisfied with the
DPT program and the education they received. 100% stated they were well educated
and well prepared to participate in clinical education courses. 100% stated they were
able to apply the Guide to Physical Therapist Practice Patient Client Management, and
the Normative Model for Physical Therapist Education Practice Management and
Professional Practice Expectations. These results were obtained through the exit
interview, the clinical course evaluations, the focus groups, and the professional
portfolio presentations completed by the graduating class in May 2012.
Midterm grade reports:
During Academic Year 2011-12, 100% of the student received midterm reports as
scheduled by the university. 19% of the students received a grade less than B. 100% of
the students who received a grade less than B participated in tutoring and
supplemental instruction.

Final grade reports:
At the conclusion of Summer 2011& Fall 2011 there were no students in Year I (Class
2014) and Year III (Class of 2012) who were placed on academic probation. One
student in Year II (Class 2013) continued to remain on academic probation for
receiving C grades that continued to place their GPA at less than 3.0 but greater than
2.6. At the conclusion of Spring 2012 there were no students on probation in the
School of Physical Therapy. However, one Year III student (Class 2012) received an
“I” grade for the final clinical internship and seminar courses owing to inability to
attend clinic due to medical reasons. The student is currently completing these
remaining requirements for expected graduation in December 2012.
Advisement:
100% of the students received scheduled advisement and completed the materials
required for advisement.
Generic abilities:
100% of the students enrolled in the DPT program work with their advisors on
meeting the entry-level standards of the Generic Abilities Instrument. 100% of the
students participating in full-time clinical education in Year III were at entry-level in
their “generic” abilities in summer 2011.
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Course and Instructor Evaluations:
100% of the courses and the instructors who taught the courses in summer 2011, fall
2011, and spring 2012 were evaluated by the students in the DPT program at the end
of each course. The summary reports of the course evaluation were reviewed and used
as the foundation for the focus groups with the Year I , Year II, and Year III students.
Focus groups:
100% of the Year III students (Class 2011) participated in focus groups during the fall
and spring semester. 100% of the Year I (Class 2012) and Year II (Class 2013)
students participated in the scheduled focus group in spring 2012. The clinical
education focus group for Year II and Year III students occurred in Spring 2012.
Portfolios :
100% of the students (Class 2012) prepared a portfolio and presented to the faculty
prior to graduation. 100% reported they met the program philosophy and mission and
each student reported that they were educated to fulfill the mission and the expected
outcomes of the program.

National Physical Therapy Examination (NPTE):
100% of the graduating students in the Class of 2012 (13 out of 14) took the
examination within three months of graduating the program in May 2012. 84.6% of
the Class 2012 graduates passed the examination by September 2012.
Other Assessment Plans
V-3. What changes occurred or are planned, due to graduate student assessment?
1. The DPT Students completed the Practice Examination & Assessment Tool (PEAT) in
April 2012. Faculty worked with students to develop a study plan for the NPTE.
2. The PEAT will be used as the exit assessment measure for the DPT students.
3. The DPT Class of 2012 attended a two day NPTE national exam prep course on campus
sponsored by the School of Physical Therapy and received individual NPTE exam prep
materials to assist with preparation for NPTE.
4. Student satisfaction with financial aid services was rated poorly. This was communicated
to the Vice president of Academic Affairs and the director of Financial Aid. Greater
communication with financial aid services personnel including the director of Financial
Aid has been instituted through new student orientation and continued student meetings
with financial aid representatives.
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Graduate Admission Policy:
V-4. How many students who enroll in graduate school scored below the minimum
admission standard?
None
How were the students selected?


The selection and admissions process is conducted by a Selection &
Admissions Committee in the School of Physical Therapy. There are set
policies, procedures, and criteria for enrollment in the program:



Candidates must have an earned baccalaureate degree; a minimum GPA of 3.0
in undergraduate education; a prerequisite GPA of 2.6 for the prerequisite
courses. The applicant must take the GRE or another standardized graduate
entrance examination such as the MCAT; they must have 3 letters of
recommendation; and the applicant must have completed 50 hours of
observation. Qualified applicants must participate in an interview with the
committee prior to admission to the program.
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